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Abstract
The selection of targeted survey questions and the design of survey
questionnaires are instrumental in the social networks research. With the
accelerating growth of theory and experimental knowledge in the area of social
network analysis, there is a need for a centralized questionnaire database system
for the collection and appropriate utilization of these questions and feedbacks
used for social networks research. Our project aims to provide a content-driven
back-end database system and an online user interface to assist researchers to
make intelligent selection of survey questions and design of questionnaires based
on current area-specific knowledge within social network analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Social Network Analysis
Historian Alfred Crosby (1997) proposes that progress in many scientific
fields has been driven by two key elements: (a) measurement and (b)
visualization. Both factors have played key roles in fostering social network
research. Wasserman and Faust (1994) shows that there have been continuous
improvements in the measurement techniques relating to the social network
analysis field, and visual images also have been central in the advancement in
our understanding of the subject from the very beginning (Hage and Harary,
1983).
Academic researchers have been increasingly interested in the field of
sociometry, the quantitative study of interpersonal relationships in populations.
Figure 1 shows the number of articles in sociological journals containing "social
networks" in their abstract, indicating the growth of studies on social networks.
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Figure 2: Friendship
choices among fourth
graders (from Moreno,
1934, p.38).
Numerous literatures have been written on both visualizations and the
computational techniques of social network analysis. Firstly, in terms of
visualization, representations of social network fell into one of these two
categories: point-and-line displays and representations by matrices. Freeman
(2000) finds that the overwhelming majority of the social network
representations have relied upon point-and-line visual displays. He summarizes
the development and the use of point-and-line displays into five distinct phases.
First, in the 1930s, most graphic images were hand-drawn, ad hoc, and their
success largely dependent upon the insights and artistic skills of their creators.
The second phase began when investigators started to utilize standard
computational procedures to produce images in the early 1950s. Third, machine-
drawn images surfaced with the development of computers in the 1970s. Fourth,
in the 1980s, colored graphics were displayed on the monitors of various
personal computers. And lastly, in the 1990s, the development of the World
Wide Web drastically increased the flexibilities of graphic display.
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Since the advent of computers, various literatures have introduced
progressively more advanced computer-based visualization programs used to
generate point-and-line images. Among the earliest were SOCK developed by
Alba (1972), NEGOPY developed by Lesniak, Yates, Goldhaber, and Richards
(1978), and View_Net developed by Klovdahl (1982). Several more advanced
graph generators were developed in the 1990s. Four of the most popular ones are
Krackplot developed by Krackhardt, Blythe and McGrath (1995), Pajek developed
by Batagelj and Mrvar (1996), Netvis developed by Krempel (1996), and Multinet
produced by Richards and Seary (1996), all emerged about the same time.
Secondly, in terms of computation, past research and associated literatures
also support several computational techniques used to analyze social networks.
Moreno (1934), who fathered the concept of sociometry, utilized directed graphs
from graphing theory to indicate a directed relation linking two actors. Bock and
Husain (1952) and Proctor (1953) were the pioneers in using computational
procedures to determine the locations for points in a point-and-line image. The
former introduced matrices of correlations and factor analyses to analyze the
social structure of the rural Turrialba Valley of Costa Rica. The latter developed a
statistical technique in producing point locations such that most data variances
(i.e. parts of the data that most represent the unique patterns of a data set) are
concentrated in the first few vectors. Proctor's analysis eventually led to a more
computationally demanding procedure, referred to as multidimensional scaling
and developed by Laumann and Guttman (1966). Multidimensional scaling maps
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the data matrix into a three-dimensional array. Like factor analysis, it is a
procedure focused on reducing information from a data set to find the best
possible arrangement of points - one that comes closest to capturing patterning
in the original data. Most recently, a similar statistical method, singular value
decomposition, was used to serve the same purpose.
Throughout the decades, almost all sociometric literatures recognize the
rich potential underlying social network analysis. Visualizing social network, in
particular, adds value to our understanding of organizations and people by
uncovering hidden social network characteristics. Earlier research done by
Moreno, for example, asked children in fourth grade to identify two of their
classmates whom they prefer to be seated next to them. He then drew the
collected information onto a graph show in Figure 2, where boys and girls were
symbolized by a triangles and circles, respectively. Directed lines indicated
choices, and every point on the graph was linked to two others. The diagram
clearly revealed the existence of a gender gap typical of this age group, with boys
concentrated on one side and girls on the other and only one link bridging the
gender gap.
Most recently, important new findings were made on the relation between
properties of networks and ties on organizational performance. The progress was
based on two papers published jointly by Jonathon Cummings from M.I.T. and
Robert Cross from University of Virginia (2004). Based on an extensive collection
of egocentric and bounded network data from several large companies, the
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papers found support for several important hypotheses. First, some social ties are
more valuable than others and provide varying degree of information. Second,
the awareness of others' expertise is correlated with individual performances.
Third, at a group level, hierarchy, core-periphery structures, and significant
structural holes of the leader are all negatively related to group performance.
These findings paved way for further research in the impact of social networks
on individual- and group-level performances.
Over time, researchers have gained a system of knowledge which serves
as the theoretical foundation of our applied side implementation. Freeman (2000)
captures the essence of social network analysis, as an "interdisciplinary
behavioral science specialty...grounded in the observation that social actors are
interdependent and that the links among them have important consequences for
every individual... They provide individual with opportunities and, at the same
time, potential constraints on their behavior." The development of social network
analysis was fostered by the work of psychologist Alex Bavelas, who founded
the Group Networks Laboratory here at M.I.T. in 1948. Prof. Cummings' IDI
initiative follows his step to further expand the applicability of social network
theories. Our IDI project in developing a network assessment tool for
corporations serves as part of the effort to apply the techniques and research
developed through these literatures.
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1.2 Motivation for Online Survey Database
Social network relationships are by definition qualitative. Visualizing and
analyzing social network relationships, unlike the studies of the structures of
proteins or the engineering mechanisms of a nuclear power plant, are difficult to
carry out with total mathematical precision. First, relationship depends on many
different contexts - social, professional, familial - and therefore requires different
treatments. Second, even if one knows clearly how to proceed with the analysis,
generating survey questions to collect the right information may prove to be an
equally challenging task.
Despite the difficulties, academic researchers and corporations have
become increasingly interested in social network analysis as a tool to understand
our own relationships and to improve managerial efficiencies of an organization.
Since the 1970s, scientists and sociologists have been using visualization to
analyze the structural intricacies of social networks. These pictorial patterns
uncover and communicate characteristics that may not be easily recognized
otherwise.
Today, network analysts have made considerable progress in developing
programs for computation (Freeman, 1988). Additionally, since the
groundbreaking research of Jacob Moreno in the 1930s, further progress has been
made in visualizing social linkage patterns. Recent developments also include
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database programs designed to facilitate the storage and retrieval of social
network data. These recent developments highlight the need to develop a
comprehensive program to integrate all three tools - data storage and retrieval,
computation, and visualization -into one single package. The need for an
integrated analysis of social network has prompted several initiatives primarily
catered towards particular individuals and projects, such as Netvis IKNOW,
AiSee, InFlow, NetMiner, Visone, as well as the Cambridge-MIT Institute project-
oriented assessment tool currently being developed by Prof. Jonathon Cummings
at the Sloan School of Management.
On the corporate front, however, a similar social analysis tool has been
largely nonexistent. Research shows that appropriate connectivity in well-
managed networks within organizations can have a substantial impact on
performance, learning, and innovation. Yet, despite the importance of
organization networks, CEOs rarely attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of their
networks or develop strategies to improve it. Social network theory has been
around for decades, but only recently has network analysis captured the
attentions of senior managers and executives on a large scale, prompting them to
take actions to evaluate their corporate organizational networks systematically.
Specifically, there has been an increasing demand for a practical, integrated
analysis tool capable of assisting managers and entrepreneurs to better
understand their organizational structures. A thorough analysis of corporate
network relationships can not only uncover underlying social resources by
12
generating employee interactions and synergies, but that it can also suggest
remedies for possible network deficiencies.
Social network analysis, like other science disciplines, is grounded on
well-chosen data sets. A key component of the research therefore depends
heavily upon well-constructed survey questions aimed to gather specific
information regarding human behavior in a network context. The state-of-the-art
method of creating a social network survey relies heavily upon individual
researchers' efforts to derive questions from scratch based on existing social
network theories. The process is lengthy and often requires a significant amount
of prior knowledge within the discipline.
Our implementation of the survey questions database system, temporarily
named the NASS system, aims to construct a centralized, easy-to-use, and open-
source database, allowing academics and researchers to navigate for specific
social network assessment survey questions. Furthermore, registered users
would be able to actively contribute to the open-source database, providing new
survey questions available for use by all.
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1.3 Project Objectives
An overview of the steps of the design process therefore can be organized
into the following intermediary objectives. The first phase involves the
compilation of existing survey questions from research. The second involves the
structural design of the database. The third stage involves implementing of the
basic components of the interface: (a) Log-in and basic site navigation features; (b)
Features supporting question additions and updates; (c) Search algorithms; (d)
Survey-building features. The final stage involves obtaining feedback and
implementing improvements
1.4 Technical Contributions and System Extendibility
Currently there has not been an online portal supporting research-driven
survey designs and implementations. Our PHP-MySQL open source database
system will therefore offer an important and unique technology serving various
researchers and, in the case of social network analysis, various corporate clients.
Moreover, the system would be easily extendible to include other topics beyond
the realm of social networks and offer comprehensive survey design interface
combined with informed knowledge database. The technical contribution can be
divided up into three components:
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(a) A survey design interface realized through the online portal
(b) An extendible open-source database allowing users to contribute to
a growing common knowledge base
(c) An effective searching and browsing algorithm and appropriate
representation of information that ensures maximum efficiency
catering to the users' needs
Several commercial online survey design tools, such as surveymonkey.com, have
traditionally focused on the first component. Our system will go beyond the first
step and provide an open-source, content-driven survey design technology to
our users.
An important part of the technical contribution involves careful choice of
interface designs in both structure and representation. In Things that Make Us
Smart and the earlier The Design of Everyday Things, Donald Norman (1988 and
1993) reveals the importance of using appropriate representation to assist
intelligent tasks. Specifically, since the user and designer communicate only
through the system itself, the system image is critical - the designer must ensure
that everything about the product reflects the appropriate criteria of the concept,
an idea captured in Figure 3.
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* The design model
- what the designer has in
Ulm Lmind about the system
* the user's model
what the user think about
the system might work
* the system image
how the system actually
works
Figure 3: Three aspects of mental models (Norman, 1988)
An important theme throughout Norman's book is that as technology grows, we
are ever more dependent upon the design of our devices to make the information
visible and to make the technical component usable. This theme is the crux of
what become the human-centric computing technologies. The ideal
representation achieves the following three goals:
- Capture the important, critical features of the represented world while
ignoring the irrelevant
- Are appropriate for the person, enhancing the process of interpretation
- Are appropriate for the task, enhancing the ability to make judgments, to
discover relevant regularities and structures
Because the social dependent nature of our project and the clients it serves,
how we represent the information is of paramount importance. We will
accomplish each of the above three design objectives through the choice of
particular form of graphical representations. The representational choice of
matrices, pie charts, and bar graphs (about which Norman's book contains
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numerous examples) will assist users not only in designing survey layouts but
also in seeking categorized question items and in assessing relevancy and
applicability of those items based on question feedbacks.
1.5 System Design Overview
The user interface consists of an account registration and login page
enabling secure access to the information database. Since the database is
dedicated to be open-source, the secure access serves to guard against low-
quality inputs and to raise the standard and reliability of the question collection.
Furthermore, this measure allows the developer to analyze the aggregate
characteristics of the question contributions and to identify and evaluate
contributors. The front end of the system prompts the user for login and
password inputs, along with a brief description of the purpose of the system.
Upon successful authentication, the user will be directed to a secondary
homepage enabling access to each and every level of the design and contribution
components of the system. Each subsystem will then take the user into a step-by-
step procedure to accomplish the assigned task. The user can also choose to
search or browse topics or contents of the database from the secured homepage,
from which the secured navigation is conducted. Please refer to the flow chart in
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Figure 4 for the structure of the user registration and login interface. More details
on the authentication process are described in Chapter 5.
Each box bordered with dotted lines represents a distinct component of
the Network Assessment Survey System (NASS): (a) Authentication and login; (b)
Search component; (c) Design component; (d) Contribute component; and (e) the
Database back end. The key criterion for structuring the database is high
flexibility and extensibility, i.e. allowing specific questions or entire surveys to be
accessed and supplemented in an organized fashion. The design layout of the
MySQL tables reflects this organizing design principle. The layout and
description of the database structure are included in Figure 9 in Chapter 4 of this
paper.
In setting the level of access and degree of authentication for the network
assessment system, we have decided to allow the searching and browsing
functionality of the database to be open-access for all users, but to restrict access
to all other functionalities and components of the system. For example, secured
authentication is required for the user to modify or add questions, or to create
and view survey questionnaires.
The following three subsections outline the remaining three components
of the system, each function as a somewhat independent component serving a
particular purpose. At the same time, however, the three components remain
intertwined on some technical levels. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will explore these three
subsystems in more details.
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Figure 4: Overall System Construct and Structural Flow Diagram
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The first subsystem deals with the design component of NASS. The
survey design subsystem allows the user to select appropriate questions and
collectively organize the information into an appropriate survey layout.
Depending upon the purpose of the survey questionnaire, the appropriate design
and organization of questions can be very different. This subsystem aims to
suggest several options for the users to choose from and ensure the generic
questions in the database are tailored to the user's own feasibility.
The second component enables open-source contribution to the database
subsystem. It is driven by a back-end MySQL database accompanied with
necessary data manipulation and organization to ensure data storage and
indexing efficiency. This component helps to collect and solicit the question
content of the database.
The third and last component of the system enables the user to efficiently
search, by text string, for the question and feedback items relevant to their needs.
Boolean search algorithms are adopted to ensure flexible matching of keywords.
For a given search, in addition to the requested text-string search, the search
engine will also seek results for related characteristic descriptions based on
specific knowledge and word association in social network context.
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1.6 Technical Background
1.6.1 PHP
PHP is an environment-independent server-side scripting language, able
to run on many different web servers and operating systems. It is essentially a
plug-in for the web server, enabling the server to perform a variety of user-
defined functions, comparable to those available to C# and Java. With PHP, web
server can go beyond the basic HTML page retrieval and can access up-to-the-
minute information from a database and insert it into a web page before sending
it to the browser that requested it. As a result, PHP is highly valuable in web
development and is completely free to download for common use.
The PHP scripting language, as a web server development tool, traces its
roots to a series of Perl (or CGI, Common Gateway Interface) scripts written by
Rasmus Lerdorf in 1995. These scripts processed requests to databases and
routed the information back to a web page to create interactive and dynamic
forms. Lerdorf combined PHP and Fl (Form Interpreter), a similar web server
script, and merged them into a single unified tool. This tool was later called
PHP/FI v2, and was the forerunner of PHP as we know it today. Though PHP
was originally recursively (i.e. referring to itself) nicknamed as "PHP: Hypertext
Preprocessor," with growing popularity in assisting mainstream interface design,
the language is now most commonly known via its acronym.
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1.6.2 MySQL
MySQL is a relational database management system, or RDBMS, serving
to organize and manage large amounts of information. MySQL is highly
compatible with server-side scripting languages like PHP and is released under
the GNU General Public License (GPL), which means that it is free for most uses
on all of the platforms it supports. This includes most Unix-based platforms, like
Linux and Mac OS X, as well as Windows.
The principal design goal behind a database-driven website is to allow the
content of the site to reside in a database, and for that content to be dynamically
pulled from the database to create web pages for people to view with a regular
web browser. Specifically, on the front end of the system, the visitor of the
website uses a web browser to load the target web page, expecting to a standard
HTML Web page. On the back end, the content of the site is administered by the
server and in one or more tables in a MySQL database that understands only
how to respond to SQL queries.
PHP, then, serves as the middle-man that processes page requests and
obtains the data from the MySQL database. In doing so, it converts the database
information into dynamically generated HTML scripts, which the browser can
then take on to display to the web viewer. All this is done behind-the-scene. For
that reason, PHP serves as the liaison to the front-end and the back-end of the
22
system. The following diagram illustrates the relationship among various
structural components of the Network Assessment Survey System:
oixain PgData PHP P
----- +Web) Browser
MySQL
PHP
SRequest
Figure 5: Interaction between web browser, web server, and
database (diagram from Build Your Own Database-Driven
Website Using PHP & MySQL by Kevin Yank)
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Chapter 2
Design and Implementation of the Online
Content Collection Portal
2.1 Overview & Functionality
The content collection portal, or hereon referred to as the "contribute"
component of the system, provides the database-driven capability to collect new
questions from participating users and to store them into the database on the
server using SQL commands. On the front end, it utilizes the straightforward
web-form implementation techniques to display text-field inputs and associated
data collection interface.
The types of information collected for a particular input iteration are:
question and source citation, feedback or explanation of the question (including
keywords describing the topics and characteristics of the question), and user
classification of the question content. In addition, the author identification
number (i.e., A UTHORID, see Figure 9) is stored along with the item in the
database entry. The collected information is then submitted to the server and
stored accordingly in the questionnaire table. The interactions of various data
tables are described in more details in Chapter 4.
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Structurally, the "contribute" module of the network assessment survey
system is divided into four sections, organized in a sequential order. The first
section contains the purpose and functionality descriptions of the component. In
addition, it also outlines three simple steps to ensure that the user knows what to
expect in the subsequent input pages. The second page prompts the user for
question inputs and associated question classification. Currently, four broad
categories are used among social network researchers for classifying survey
questions: Individual Questions, Group Questions, Network Questions, and
Organizational Questions. These are the four broad categories used by the
system to organize its questions. The user is prompted to select one of the four
categories, each accompanied by a brief category description to allow the user to
accurately characterize the input. The third page subsequently collects
explanations and keywords for the input question. And finally, the last page re-
displays all user inputs up to this point and allows the user to either confirm and
submit the input to the database or return to modify his or her inputs.
2.2 Technical Design
The purpose and functionality of this component of the system reflects the
characteristics common to all database-driven dynamic web interfaces. As a
result, the design process is relatively straightforward. Specifically, the inputs
collected from each page are relayed to the next page via the POST method
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common to most web-based applications. The entire collection of inputs is then
submitted to the database at the end of Step 3, after the user confirms the
accuracy of the data. The following page contains the structural hierarchy of the
subsystem as a component of the network assessment survey application.
r----------------------------,
Search Home
No
Written
Access?
Yes
Update
Question
i i
I I
Design Home
Si
I I, ,
No ii
I ICreate Survey
Survey
Existed?
Edit/View Survey
Yes
1t
Select I Add Add
Question Choices Question
I L
r ------------ -------
Database using MySQL
(phpMyAdmin interface)
Figure 6: Technical Construct of the "Contribute" Component of NASS
2.3 Usability and Modularity
In designing the page hierarchy, we have chosen to subdivide the inputs
into pages rather than using a generic one-page form. Such design allows
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H
M - MR
-------------------
I
modular page breakdown of the inputs into sections, thereby ensuring easy
readability and to allow effective control over the informational flow to the user
as well as overall presentation style. The user thereby can easily follow the steps
presented. Because of this modularity in design, the input page can easily be
extended to incorporate additional input fields or multiple pages.
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Chapter 3
Design and Implementation of the Database
and Search Engine
3.1 Overview and Functionality
The "Search" component of the network assessment survey system allows
the user to search the database to identify questions useful to his or her purpose.
While other components of the system are mostly restricted to registered users
only, this component has a two-tier structure in terms of accessibility and
authentication. Unregistered users are allowed to access the search home page in
order to search and browse the database questions. They are, however,
prohibited from updating or adding new questions, or any other higher-level
interactions with the database. This design enables maximum flexibility for
knowledge sharing, while maintaining the necessary security level required in
order to safeguard against unwarranted data losses.
In addition to the ability to support regular keyword searches, the search
algorithm of NASS also supports Boolean functions. This feature allows the
combination of strings and texts using Boolean words such as "and", "or", and
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"not," thereby enhancing the flexibility and usability of the search function.
Furthermore, the users are given the choice to limit their searches by question
type by checking one of the four type options (i.e. Individual Questions, Group
Questions, Network Questions, and Organizational Questions) underneath the
search bar. This allows more targeted search results, a feature that becomes
particularly useful in the event that the database content becomes too large and
unwieldy for quick and intelligence indexing.
Design Home
No
Create Surveyj)i
Survey
Existed?
Edit/View Survey
Yes
Select Add Add
Question Choices Question
Database using MySQL
(phpMyAdmin interface)
Contribute
Step 1: Add I
I Questions
Step 2: Add
Feedbacks
Step3: I
I Confirm and
Submit
I--- -- ----
Figure 7: Technical Construct of the "Search" Component of NASS
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3.2 Technical Design and Algorithm
For each search string, the subsystem matches the user-defined keywords
with the word segments from each and every text field of the database table,
which includes the question type classification (Individual Questions, Group
Questions, Network Questions, Organizational Questions), question feedback
texts, question keywords, and, of course, the question's original text itself. The
design is based on the assumption that the content, purpose, and usefulness of
the question is entirely captured in the words used to describe or explain the
question. This feature, when used in conjunction with type-limiting mechanism
described previously, provides the maximum usability because searching by
keyword is a relatively familiar and intuitive process to the users.
After the search generates a list of questions that matches the keyword, it
displays the query results in descending order of relevancy based on the number
and quality of matches. The users are then allowed to either add or update the
question by clicking on the options next to each question item. The update
functionality is accomplished by passing the question identification number via
the GET method through the URL. The questions are then displayed in edible
text fields, available readily for modifications. Once again, this level of
modification is only granted to the original author or selected administrators.
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In addition, users are allowed to add selected questions to their survey. If
a user survey identification number (SUR VEY_ID in Figure 9) has been specified,
whether or not it is an existing survey or a new survey, the question will be
added to the survey question table designated for this particular survey or this
particular session. If such survey has not been specified for this session, then the
user are directed to the addNewSurvey.php page to create a new survey by
specifying its name and content. A complete list of selected items can be
displayed in tabular form. The users are free to deselect any of the items, or to
purge the entire list completely. And a counter is set to keep track of the number
of items currently within selection.
3.3 Data Manipulation
Common SQL INSERT and UPDATE commands are utilized to
manipulate particular question entries or entire survey entries. Several additional
features are included to ensure that such insertion or update does not present
conflicts with existing data in the database. For instance, new survey names are
checked for duplication.
Survey questions for a particular survey or session are stored in the
"survey" table (see Figure 9 in Chapter 4), whereas a separate table exist that
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contains a full list of all questions in the database classified by question type and
auto-incremented by question ID. We will discuss the survey-related database
structure in more detail in the next chapter, when we examine the structure of
the "design" component.
3.4 Usability and Modularity
Several revisions have been made since the original version of the
application. For instance, we have since then eliminated a separate browsing
page and combined the browsing function with the searching page into a unified
search.php functional file. Such progression is primarily based on the practical
consideration that most users will tend to prefer searching by keywords than to
browse by categories with which they are not entirely familiar. However, by
allowing users to select the question type by checking one or more of the
checkboxes underneath the search bar, we allow multiple options of indexing
and searching that is effectively equivalent to the browsing functionality for
which we have replaced. This one-page design allows us to simplify our page
layout and to ensure that all information is highly visible on single, unified page.
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Chapter 4
Design and Implementation of the Survey
Design Component
4.1 Overview and Functionality
The "Design" component of NASS refers to the component that is
dedicated to supporting a range of survey design functionalities, including
question selection, question choice specification, question choice layout design,
survey creation and display, as well as survey report generation. An overview of
the structure is outlined in Figure 8 on the following page.
4.2 Technical Design
The central issue in the design of the subsystem involves the
implementation of the survey editing capability. We recognize that, in designing
a particular survey, the users often need to toggle between the functional "add
question" page and the updated, running view of the entire survey that is
incrementally being modified. Therefore, our design of the editSurvey.php module
utilizes the frame feature common in web interface design, thereby allowing user
to view the survey panel as well as the functional panel simultaneously. The
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former is carried out by the surveyPreview.php module, while the latter is carried
out by the editSurveyMenu.php file.
r--------------------------- -------------------- ---
Ij
Search Home
No I
Written
Yes
Update
Question
No
Survey
Existed?
Yes
Select
Question
Contribute
Step 1: Add I
I Questions
I Step 2: Add
Feedbacks I
Step3:
1 Confirm and
Submit
L
Database using MySQL .
(phpMyAdmin interface)
Figure 8: Technical Construct of the "Design" Component of NASS
In the ediSurveyMenu.php file, the user is given the option to select
questions from the database or to create new questions, entries which will then,
in turn, be stored in the database as a question contribution attributed to the
author. On a macroscopic level, this subroutine of the survey editing subsystem
serves somewhat as the micro manager of the survey. The "question-required"
capability allows user to specify which questions are required in the survey
(specified via the table field REQUIRED, see Figure 9), an addition functionality
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H
commonly utilized in most existing web survey design portals, such as
SurveyMonkey.com. The user needs to specify also the answer layout, which
determines the layout and characteristics of the question itself. The existing
answer layouts supported by the system include: Multiple Choice Radio,
Multiple Choice Pulldown, Multiple Choice Checkbox, Text Box One Line, Text
Box Three Lines, etc.
In the surveyPreview.php file, the user is able to view the entire set of
questions that have been so far added to the survey. The source of these
questions can come from either new input from the editSurveyMenu.php page or
from the selection of a subset of questions from the database. In doing so, the
page will be automatically refreshed if new questions are added from the
editSurveyMenu.php subroutine. In addition, the user has the capability to specify
as many answer choices as necessary, or delete questions or choices directly from
the survey preview page. Because of its functionality, surveyPreview.php
essentially serves as the macro manager of the survey.
If the user has not yet created a survey to work with, or has not specified
to work with a current existing survey, the user will be redirected to the
addNewSurvey.php page to set up the name, description, and expiration date of
the survey. A link to current sample surveys is provided at the top of the page to
provide the user with additional guidance in case they lack the knowledge of
how to use the system to design surveys. Finally, once all necessary questions are
added to the survey, the user can choose to save the survey or discard. Future
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access of the same survey is possible by logging on to the web address with the
provided survey identification number conditioned upon successful
authentication. A bonus feature is that the results of the survey can then be
tabulated and reported in either summary form or tabulated form as a separate
pop-up window. This function, although is not directly relevant to the project
itself, is the first step to integrating the NASS project with other analysis tools as
part of a larger research and development scheme.
4.3 Database Layout, Usability, Modularity, and Extendibility
Several essential tables are implemented for the effective organization of
the database. For practical purposes, a user table needs to be created to keep
track of users and allow varying levels of authentication. A question table is
necessary to keep track of questions and auto-increment the question ID number
and to avoid question duplication. Similarly, a question choice table separately
tracks the associated question selection choices, as well as its chosen answer
layout design (whether it is radio button vertically arranged, or horizontal single-
line text field, e.g.). Finally, a survey table is essential if we want to maintain a
running list of current questions in the survey for a particular user session.
As a result, for modularity purposes, we will subdivide the database into
several tables to enhance the extendibility and usability of the system. The NASS
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database structure is outlined in Figure 9 on the following page. The integrative
nature of the database tables is evident from the frequent inter-referencing
between particular fields of the tables, illustrated by the arrow in the diagram.
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Figure 9: Database Structure and Interaction among Tables
UtD USERNAME PASSWORD EMAIL
1 demo demod emoDhotmai.com
42 aarondu aarondu aarondua-mit.edu
3 ... .. ..
ID TYPE QUESTION FEEDBACK KEYWORD 'REQUIRED SURVEYID AUTHORID
I frnup-Questions Among those that... Based on the premise... group, knowledge 0 1
2 Group Q ieslions,., Corporate gossip is... Based on the premise... group, knowledge 0
/bANSWER ID URVEYFLAGIDQUESTIONID CHOICEID
68 6 26 51
69 27 59
49 Once a week 68
50 Once a month 68
SURVEYD- -8bWEV_-NAME SURVEY/DESC SURVEYTIMEPERIOD SURVEYEXPIRATIONDATE ADMINUSERNAME
6 Test Survey This is a test 12 2005-10-08 demo
6 Test Survey This is a test 12 2005-10-08 demo
ADMINUSERNAME ADMI LASSWGRD~A'DMIN_-FNAME ADMINMNAME ADMINLNAME ADMINEMAIL ADMINPHONE ADMINPRIV
aaT'fdiT~~~~ - aarondu Aaron Du aarondu(d&mit.edu 617-111-1818 A
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Chapter 5
Administration and Maintenance
5.1 Overview
As previously mentioned, the log-in component of the system is designed
to provide secured access to the shared database running on MySQL commands.
By relegating those insecure features to the restricted-access site administration
pages, we can avoid the risk of exposing our data to the average user, thereby
maintaining the power to manage the contents of the SQL database without
having to memorize SQL queries.
Secured access is provided to all pages with an exception of those that we
considered informational. At the moment, only the search.php (Search page home),
the index.php (front page welcome), about.php (the About page), and resources.php
(the Resources page) are opened to general access without a login. Every other
pages are secured by default. A full list of screenshots of system is included in
Appendix A.
In addition, an administrative access level is created to provide written
permission to those users who needs to modify the database, particularly in the
case when they want to update certain questions displayed on the search results
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from search.php. By separating the written permission from the general access
permission, and maintaining two separate tables from the users and the
administrators, we ensure that questions a particular user contributed to the
database will not be accidentally or intentionally modified by another user using
the system.
5.2 Design & Modules
Access Denied
Open-Access
ome: Login
Login User
confirmed Demo Login Registration
Restricted-
10 Access
Home
Figure 10: The Log in Component Flow Chart
The overall design of the administration system consists of two different
components: database maintenance and secured access administration. The latter
component can be further divided into two levels, one of which is accomplished
through the user login and registration functionality. As we have mentioned
previously, the login page provides general user access to the three
functionalities of the network assessment system, particularly the Survey Design
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and Contribute components of the system, as they are not available to
unregistered users. An overall structure flow chart of the login system is
provided in Figure 10.
The unsecured index.php page contains a brief description of the purpose
and function of NASS and includes a dialogue area for login prompt. From this
page, the users can choose one of the three options displayed. If they already
have a username and password, they can login from the login prompt; otherwise,
they can either log in as demo, with limited access and written permission, or go
to the registration page to record user inputs relating to biographical,
organizational, and contact information. Once the secured access has been
granted, the restricted access home, login success.php, becomes the primary
homepage used in the system. The page contains more detailed descriptions,
accompanied by screenshots, of each of the three components of the system. The
rationale for providing screenshots, and including relatively few textual
descriptions, is to provide a less-confusing layout and to provide the user with a
more stream-lined concept of the tasks ahead.
In technicality, in order to provide security check on each restricted page,
the following PHP script is included before each secured page:
<?php
session startO;
$MMauthorizedUsers =
$MMdonotCheckaccess = "true";
// *** Restrict Access To Page: Grant or deny access to this page
function isAuthorized($strUsers, $strGroups, $UserName, $UserGroup) {
// For security, start by assuming the visitor is NOT authorized.
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$isValid = False;
/ / When a visitor has logged into this site, the Session variable MM_Username set equal to their
username.
/ / Therefore, we know that a user is NOT logged in if that Session variable is blank.
if (!empty($UserName)) {
/ / Besides being logged in, you may restrict access to only certain users based on an ID
established when they login.
/ / Parse the strings into arrays.
$arrUsers = Explode(",", $strUsers);
$arrGroups = Explode(",", $strGroups);
if (in-array($UserName, $arrUsers))
$isValid = true;
}
// Or, you may restrict access to only certain users based on their username.
if (inarray($UserGroup, $arrGroups)) {
$isValid = true;
I
if (($strUsers == "") && true) {
$isValid = true;
}
return $isValid;
$MM-restrictGoTo = "index.php";
if (!((isset($_SESSION['MMUsername'])) && (isAuthorized("",$MM authorizedUsers,
$_SESSION['MMUsername'], $_SESSION['MMUserGroup'])))) {
$MM-qsChar = "?";
$MM-referrer = $_SERVER['PHPSELF'];
if (strpos($MM restrictGoTo, "?")) $MMqsChar =
if (isset($QUERYSTRING) && strlen($QUERYSTRING) > 0)
$MM-referrer .= "?" .$QUERY STRING;
$MM-restrictGoTo = $MM restrictGoTo. $MM-qsChar . "accesscheck=".
urlencode($MM referrer);
header("Location: ". $MM-restrictGoTo);
exit;
}
The second level of administration module consists of the admin.php page.
The page allows users with written permission to access selected surveys in the
database. The written permission translates into the ability to update questions
in the database, as well as to modify existing surveys. Furthermore,
administrators are allowed to run analysis on the collected survey inputs via
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dynamically generated statistics, either in tabular form or in simple summary
format.
5.3 Data and Maintenance
Since the actual SQL commands are relatively complex and lack the user-
friendliness we desire, several interface applications are available that can
provide the same nature of interaction with MySQL. In NASS, we have chosen to
use phpMyAdmin, available as an open-source application for the MySQL
database maintenance. The interface offered by phpMyAdmin provides
sufficiently readable layout, enabling quick browsing of the database structure,
modification of the database content, as well as import and export of database or
subsets of database (i.e. tables). Figure 11 on the following page contains a
screenshot of our database via the phpMyAdmin interface.
Written permission is granted to a subset of relevant entries in the
database, depending upon the authorship of the particular entry. However, to
effectively manage and organize the entire set of entries of the database require
works from the back end. To achieve this objective, we have chosen to leverage
the existing database management tools available from Microsoft Office, namely
via Microsoft Access.
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Figure 11: phpMyAdmin Interface
Specifically, since Microsoft Access offers the functionality to import and
synchronize any database on the server, we have linked the database on the
server with the Microsoft Access database. This course of action tremendously
simplifies the database management and organizational processes. Microsoft
Access displays the entire data set in a spreadsheet format, edible and savable
just like a regular Excel/Access file. Rather than uploading or updating field
entries in the database by constantly uploading commands via phpMyAdmin, we
can easily modify the data set by simply modify the associated Excel/ Access
spreadsheet file and save the changes on the localhost computer. The changes are
then synchronized with the database on the server. Likewise, any changes made
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via phpMyAdmin are also synchronized and reflected in the Access database file
on the local computer.
The following screenshots summarily captures the interaction between the
administrator and the database via Microsoft Access:
Figure 12: Microsoft Access Interface and Database Interaction.
E i e Edit -ew Vnsert ools Widow t&0
Objects Create table in Design view
-e table by using wizardJZ I Create table by nterin data
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Formas
0Peports
Pages
Macros
Modules
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1 ie Edit Yiew Insert Fxmat Records Toots Wrndow tie
id tyequestion feedback
1 Group Questions
2 Group Questions
3 Group Questions
4 Group Questions-
4 Group Questions
8 Group Questions
7 Group Questions
B Group Questions
9 Group Questions
10 Group Questions
11 Group Questions
12 Group Questions
13 Group Questions
14 Group Questions
15 Group Questions
18 Group Questions
Among those that you seek for advice, Based on the premise t
Corporate gossip is a form of knowledg Based on the premise t
Do you belong to a "community of pract Based on the premise It
How frequent are the communications y Based on the premise it
Reengineering of an organization can di Based on the premise tf
Does your company use technolojies t Based on the premise tt
Does your company have special progrt Based on the premise t.
How difficult or easy is it to get in touch This questionjdeals with
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Does your company have a "knowledge This question deals with
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Progress Update and Future Directions
Although the bulk of the design and implementation tasks have been
accomplished, there still exist several issues, mostly relating to organization and
format, waiting to be addressed. Behind these issues and concerns is the
continuing need to streamline the design and organization of the system such
that the usability of the system can be fine-tuned further. These issues shall be
addressed in the near future.
Since the ultimate purpose of NASS is to be integrated with other
components as part of a larger, integrative, and mechanized system tool for
social network assessment, the survey design component has been
deemphasized. The work so far done within this component will contribute as
part of a larger task ahead centered on more thorough development of the
survey design system by other researchers and programmers. As a result, some
of the end functionalities, such as survey data collection and interpretation, still
need further tweaks. However, for the practical purposes of this project it is
temporarily sufficient.
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6.2 Contribution
The Network Assessment Survey System (NASS) serves as the front-end
portal for a macroscopic project by Professor Jonathon Cummings to automate
the social network assessment research process. Its contribution lies in
collectively integrating several components of the survey design process, in
particular the online social network assessment survey question collection,
survey creation, as well as related knowledge-sharing and knowledge-indexing
capabilities. In that regard, the completion of the project is one of the first steps
toward building an integrated and automated social network assessment tool
combining data collection, survey design, data analysis, and visualization
processes to better serve the corporate and research communities interested in
advancing their knowledge in this area.
6.3 Lessons
The process of completing the Network Assessment Survey System is a
journey of skill-set building as well as on-the-job trial-and-error. Though my
previous object-oriented programming background with C helped me to
understand the structure of the scripting process, the bulk of the learning still
took place in trying to familiarize myself with the commands of PHP and
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MySQL and to understand how the different pieces interact to create a dynamic,
database-drive system.
The most important lesson I have learned in the process is, in fact, how to
learn. Not just learning in terms of textbook learning (although reading several
books and articles relating to social network assessment research provided me
with a thorough preparation of the theoretical aspect of the project), but also in
terms of learning the practicalities on the job. I have discovered how important it
is to be able to learn from supportive and helpful colleagues. I have been
especially fortunate to have very understanding thesis advisor as well as
colleagues who are readily available and willing to help, from providing me with
sample snippets of codes that I can build upon, to answering various seemingly
naive questions that I perhaps would feel too ashamed to ask otherwise.
The second lesson I have learned is that programming and designing any
system is essentially an iterative process. This is perhaps true for any scientific
discipline, but I have gained a more realistic understanding of this aspect of
research through my trial-and-error in designing NASS. Not only debugging the
code itself requires constant iteration and tremendous patience, solitude, and
organization, but I have realized that where I have learned most comes from the
iterative feedbacks and repeated revisions driven by on comments and
suggestions from my advisor and colleagues. And that interaction is the truly
invaluable part of the journey.
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Appendix A. Screenshots
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Welcome to NASS
Welcome to Network Assessment Survey System (NASS), an open-source survey tool for social network
assessment NASS serves to (a) collect survey queston contributions, (b) enable users to search and browse
the database, and (c) based on the available questions, dynamically generate survey questionaires.
Poweed by 00m 0 s kid-Adu
Figure A-1: index.php; Homepage (Unsecured)
NASS
Nehwork Assessmuent Survey System
Items nwked withi a * amrok
Powwrd by Iluiftf. fVr ODnibed !nnov*Jk 0 M 2kiMdu
Figure A-2: register.php; User Registration Page
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NASS
Network Assessiaent Survey Sytex
Welcome
wekcnMn W INtwork Astesment SUrny SyStem (s). 4A opn-sOren e survsy tad tor W1aniratwork
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NASS
r
...A....... .. ....
MASS
"" -
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Figure A-3: login success.php; Secured Home & Overview
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Contribute to NASS
Network Assessment Survey System (NASS) is an open-source database drawing from the expertise of its
various users. This page walks you through the steps involved to contribute to the datase. Your contribution
of new survey question items and their associated interpretations will become part of this ever expanding
knowledge set.
Step 1nsert a question and specIfy Its corresponding question category
Step 2 Add fedback and interpretation for the entered question
Step 3 Confirm and submit
Start
Powered by iriuefwDiLbfdivxm@ 2m0 idtmi*du
Figure A-4: contribute.php; Contribute Home
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NASS
Network Assessment Survey Syvstem
Contribute to NASS: Step 1
Input Question (please also include sources in text):
Choose Question Type:
r Group Question (questions relating tD group structures and charateristics)
r Individual Question (identifies of factors such as gender, efticity, age, and geographics)
r Network Question (characterize the features of the network players roles)
r Organizational Question (questions on organizational dynamics and leadership, etc.)
Choose Question Sub-Category:
0 Category 1
r Category 2
r Category 3
t Category 4
Next
Powered by Inljitve for Drbuted inwnova n 0 2M5 AlMAd&
Figure A-5: contributel.php; Contribute: Step 1
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Contribute to NASS: Step 2
Enter explanation and interpretation of your Question:
Next
Figure A-6: contribute2.php; Contribute: Step 2
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NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
HoMr> Ster(Jh Database Desigp) 5urvvy Contribute Questions
contribute to NASS: Step 3
Thank you fir your contribution. You may update your input in the database at any time in the future,
Question you entered:
Within your organization, taking yourself into consideration, who are the people with the best reputation fir
enthusiastic knowledge sharing? [Davenport and Prusak, 1999, pp. 33-34]
Explanatio and interpretation of your Question:
This question is for testing only.
You classified you Question as:
Type: 1
Sib-category: 1
Submit
Powred by IrIAwve for DWmritd Itmovmmn 0 2Mo ijaau
Figure A-7: contribute3.php; Contribute: Step 3
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
MASS Search
Hockmon Search
HIT: Supports Booemn seach algorlthm, e.g. you can search for "Hackn or * social od crgenizaun
Socl NetnOt
-m(click Ihre (or reoxrcs on ihis topic)
Pewsrd tn *NA &v Oksn"kng tnod W"4~ s2MA
Figure A-8: search.php; NASS Search Home
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NASS
Network Assessment Sirvey Systenn
Import from NASS
cion tdQstion
Acti Ques'n Type tian
Oganizational hepYtI coaching availableto your division or department? Taken from
Shard Hackma's 2004 onlineTe_ St vy _
i r auIs th main focus of yor supervisor's activities? (1) Coaching individuals,
Organizational 2)Coaching the team to build good group processes, (3) Structring the team
uestion its work, (4) Runnig external interfsrence for the team. (Rthard
acmai's 2004 onlie Team Diagnostic Srvey]
EPowo y l for Dimpxir bmle 0 2Ms Qiest m
Figure A-9: cart.php; Selected Question Summary Page
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Edit Survey Menu Survey Questions
1. Wich of the foowkg...
4t6m vyp, 4Multiple Choice Radio
iee . choice 1
Deee2. Choice 2
Deee3. Choice 3
DEE-IE2. You are..?
Q4stn "ype: Multiple Choice Checkbox
Deat 1. A
filee2. B
S4 3. C
e 4. D
3. Is helpful coaching available to
your division or department? Taken fron
Richard Hackmans 2004 onlne Team Diagnostic
survey.
Qteb pe: M ltsipe Choice Radio
Figure A-10: editSurvey.php; Edit Survey Page
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NASS
Network Assessment Surrey System
Add New Survey
(da when t* nvey wig stp beW visbf)
J mcnts (may be fl doutncie per set time period, mist be >0 and <1)
Figure A-11: addNewSurvey.php; Add New Survey Home
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
blow is a kit of PcAishod suveys to date. At the moment, YOu he access cl* to selected snes
This W a st surny
Sample Commentavd Sutqstan Form
Sanpb Stvey By Axon
raw Suvxy 2
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Figure A-12: surveyHome.php; Survey Home
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NASS
Network Assessnent Survey System
[10111 1:'earch f)atabase Design Survey Contribute Questions
Sample Comments and Suggestion Form
NASS Is very interested in your comments and concerns regarding our programs. Your assistance is vital in helping
us consistently improve and excel in al aspect of our rrission. Please help us by answering each item in the
following form and clicking the submit button. We would like to hear any comments you may have, whether they
be praise for things we are doing especially well, or constructive criticisms that lead to out improvement. Although
your name is not requred, we can not respond to you If you have not Included your name and e-mail address. You
wil be notified, via e-mal, of the status of your comment. Thank you very muchl
1. Name:
2. E-mail Address:
3. Class: (Reuked)
Please select an option j
4. Degree: Requted)
Please select an option
5. Gender: (Requied)
C Male
C Female
6. Age (of student): (Requfetd)
Please select an option j
7. Employed: (Requred)
Please select an option J
8. If employed, how many hours a week do you work?:
Please select an option _j
9. This is a: (Required)
C Comment/Suggestion
C Positive feedback
C Complaint
10. To which area of the Cxlege of Computing Sciences and Engineering does your comment
pertain?: (Reqvted)
Figure A-13: ../nass/survey.php?SURVEYID=6; Sample Survey View
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NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Administrative Maintenance
Istatis' ae, "0urvey N ame
2005-04-21
2005-04-21
2005-04-20
2003-10-13
xmr.-1n-nm
new survey 2
Final Test
Sample Survey By Aaron
Sample Comments and Suggestion Form
Thk iQ A tac tsruvv
Figure A-14: adminMenu.php; Administration Maintenance Menu
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Create Reports
Semple Comments and Suggestion Form j
05-05-og
Powrtd by ia &E NkkiuA lnovion 0 ZOOS idiAtdu
Figure A-15: reports.php; Create Summary Statistics Reports
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9 n
Summary Report -This Is a test survey
Rert trated by: dwmo
FromDate; 200$5-09 To Date 205-09
i. biot lce %uestion (Rdoowd)
Choice A
Choce C
roWAIM9W ofaUoVw S&kAd b' Ift QAVMt
2. Pidown Atl ChIce Question
Choice A
Choice 8
Choice C
0 0%
0 0%
0
0 0%
o 0%
0 0%.
roWaMianr ofav0kws S;R dta t. QUtOS 0
3. Cheek BOXM dtIpIBChk o cDQUSt on (MaO~)
At Wet one Is requ'ed.. 0 0%
Let's see "* workl 0 0%
This is ost. quesUin #3 0 0%
This hold mtke a 4 0 0%
And one lastone ftr good ack, 5 0 0%
TtALMWrtbr ofuocam SKtW or A QOrW&" 0
4. Check Box MLAV Choke Question
Figure A-16: screenjreport summary.php; Sample Screen Report Summary
Cross Tabulation Report - This Is a test survey
Figure A-17: screenjreport-crosstab.php; Sample Screen Report Cross-Tabular
Summary
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NASS
Network Assessmient Survey System
Administrator Maintenance
Userrinm Privileges FirsIt Middle Last Email phone
Figure A-18: admin.php; Administrator Page
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
Add Administrator
II
ILZIIZIZZIIIZ
I
EIIIIIZ
J]
(required)
(required)
(required
(required)
(required)
Powered by InWiative for c>Wrbu"d Innovation @0 dS a u
Figure A-19: admin.php?action=add; Add Administrator Page
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admin Admin admin admin a~d.min
NASS
Network Assessment Survey System
About
Conducting surveys Is a popular method In confirm or deny a hypothesis in the scientific process
of social network analysis. Our goal is to provide an open-source knowledge set of social
network analysis questions that can be accessed for research and IEaching of the discipline. We
welcome your generous contribution.
Click here for more infbrmation on Initiative fir Distributed Innovation (OI.,
work by Professor Jonathon Cummlngs.
and the research
Powered by Initiatve For Ds-truted Innova&on 0 2Ms kAmadu
Figure A-20: about.php; About Page
NASS
Network Assessment Surrey System
Resources on Social Networks
The Study of Social Networks
"sodistrwtwe becomus actuay tsMb a aW; the movements
an contacts orsees ae not arndmb utpwttwned. Weshomao
be able to see structreh the Hf of m Auertae cnnrmty fwe had
a sufflentV remote vantage pokt, apoke from wt persons woud
q4pear to be malmovg dots... We shod see that tEwe dots do
not randody approach an aothe, that som e mauay together,
some met often, some never. ... If one coadget lar noupf away
from It huanlMe wodbecoe prepattern."-Rogwr Brown
Social network analysis is focused on uncoverng tie patterning of people's interaction. Network
analysis is based on the inttive notion that these patterns are important features of the lives of
the indivdeals who display them. Network analysts believe that how an indtvfdual lives depends
in large part on how that indvidual is tied into the larger web of social connections. Many
Figure A-21: resources.php; Resources Page
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Appendix B. System Implementation Details
Codes and Scripts Snippets
This section provides a few snippets of PHP scripts developed for NASS. These
sections of code are either commonly used or are particularly crucial to the
system. The following snippets are included:
1. Template.dwt
-The template file written using Dreamweaver, a graphical web development
tool.
<?php
include("connect.php");
/ /reset expired surveys
$sql="UPDATE 'survey' SET VISIBILITYFLAG=0 WHERE
SURVEYEXPIRATIONDATE < \"" . date("Y-m-d") . "\"";
$result = mysqlquery( $sql ) or die("Bad query: ". mysqlerroro);
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "style.css" type="text/ css">
<title>Network Assessment Survey System (NASS)</title>
<!-- TemplateInfo codeOutsideHTMLIsLocked="false" -->
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFF7" text="#000000" link="#000000" vlink="#000000"
alink="#FFOOOO" class="PageBODY">
<!-- TemplateBeginRepeat name="Nav Bar" ->
<?php include("header.php"); ?>
<!-- TemplateEndRepeat -- >
<div align="center">
<table class="FormTABLE" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="3" border="0"
width="638px">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFF7" width="638px" align="center">
<!-- TemplateBeginEditable name="EditRegion3" -->
Survey Name
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<!-- TemplateEndEditable -->
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<table class="PageBODY" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="3" border="O"
width="638px">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFF7" width="638px" align="left">
<!-- TemplateBeginEditable name="EditRegion4" -->
Survey content
<!-- TemplateEndEditable -- >
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
<!-- TemplateBeginRepeat name="bottom page links" -- >
<?php include("footer.php"); ?>
<!-- TemplateEndRepeat -- >
</body>
</html>
2. Search.php
- Contains Boolean search algorithms crucial for the functionality of the search
engine.
<?php
sessionstartO;
include("connect.php");
if (!isset($_SESSION['cart']) or isset($_GET['empty'])&&$_GET['empty'])
$_SESSION['cart'] = array(;
if (isset($_GET['add'])) {
// Add item to the end of the $_SESSION['cart'] array
$_SESSION['cart'][] = $_GET['add'];
}
if (isset($_REQUEST['searchFor'])) {
$_SESSION['search-string'] = $_REQUEST['searchFor'];
I
/ /reset expired surveys
$sql="UPDATE 'survey' SET VISIBILITYFLAG=O WHERE
SURVEYEXPIRATIONDATE < \"" . date("Y-m-d") . "\"";
$result = mysql query( $sql) or die("Bad query: ".mysqLerroro);
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<link rel="stylesheet" href= "style.css" type= "text/ css">
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<title>Network Assessment Survey System (NASS)</ title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFF7" text="#000000" link="#000000" vlink="#000000"
alink="#FF0000" class="PageBODY">
<!-- InstanceBeginRepeat name="Nav Bar" -- ><!-- InstanceBeginRepeatEntry -- >
<?php include("header.php"); ?>
<!- InstanceEndRepeatEntry -- ><!-- InstanceEndRepeat -- >
<div align="center">
<table class="FormTABLE" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="3" border="O"
width="638px">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFF7" width="638px" align="center">
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="EditRegion3" -- >
<div class= "FormHeaderFont" >NASS Search</ div>
<!-- InstanceEndEditable -- >
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<table class= "PageBODY" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="3" border="O"
width="638px">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFF7" width="638px" align="left">
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="EditRegion4" -- >
<?php
$table-name = 'snapedia.questionaire';
if (isset($ REQUEST['searchFor'])) I
$search string = $_SESSION['search-string'];
} else {
$search-string =
I
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=left colspan=1
height=30px>";
echo "Your survey questionnaire contains
".count($_SESSION['cart'])." items.</td>";
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=right colspan=1
height=30px><nput type=button value='Empty
Selection' class=Button
onClick=location.href="'.$_SERVER['PHPSELF']."?empt
y=1&searchFor=".$search string."'></td>";
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=right colspan=1
height=30px><input type=button value='View Selection'
class=Button onClick=location.href='cart.php'></td>";
echo "</tr>";
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td class=FieldCaptionTD colspan=3>";
if (isset($_REQUEST['searchFor'])&&
($_REQUEST['searchFor']!="")) {
echo "You searched for: "; echo $searchstring;
echo " (ranked by relevance in descending
order)";
} else I
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echo "Enter Search Terms";
}
echo "</td></tr>";
echo "<tr><td class=DataTD colspan=3>&nbsp;</td></tr>";
echo "<form action=search.php method=post>";
echo "<tr><td class=DataTD colspan=3><p align=center><input
name=searchFor type=text size=50><input type=submit
value=Search></p></td></tr>";
echo "</form>";
echo "<p align=center><tr><td class=DataTD colspan=3 >HINT:
Supports Boolean search algorithm, e.g. you can search for
&quot Hackman&quot or &quot social and organization&quot
</p></td></tr></ table>";
echo"<table border=1 class=FormTABLE cellspacing=O
cellpadding=3 border=O width=638px>";
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td class=FieldCaptionTD
colspan=1>Topic Domain</td>
<td class=DataTD colspan=2>Social Networks
<br>(click <a href=resources.php>here</a> for
resources on this topic) </td>";
echo "</tr>";
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td class=FieldCaptionTD>Limit Search to
&nbsp;</td>";
echo "<td class=DataTD colspan=3>
<input name=Individual
type=checkbox>Individual Questions<br>
<input name=Group type=checkbox>Group
Questions <br>
<input name=Organizational
type=checkbox>Organizational Questions<br>
<input name=Network
type=checkbox>Network Questions</ td>";
echo "</tr>";
echo "</table>";
if (isset($_REQUEST['searchFor'])&&($_REQUEST['searchFor']!="")) {
/ / database connection / /
includeonce('dbsconnect.php');
$dbhost = $hostname;
$db user = $username;
$dbpwd = $password;
$dbconnect = mysqLconnect($dbJhost,$db-user,$db_pwd) or
die(mysqlerroro);
// sql construction //
requireonce('funcs.mysql.boolean.php');
$fulltextkey = get-fulltext-key($table-name,$db-connect);
$sql= "SELECT id, type, tag, question, feedback, \n"
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.booleanisql-select(booleanjinclusive atoms($search-string),$fulltext-k
ey)
." as relevance \n"
."FROM $tablename \n"
."WHERE \n"
.booleansqlwhere($search-string,$fulltext key)." \n";
if ((isset($_REQUEST['Group']) && $_REQUEST['Group']==1) or
(isset($_REQUEST['Group']) && $_REQUEST['Group']==1) or
(isset($_REQUEST['Group']) && $_REQUEST['Group']==1) or
(isset($-REQUEST['Group']) && $_REQUEST['Group']==1)) I
$sql .= " AND (0 ";
if(isset($_REQUEST['Group']) && $-REQUEST['Group']==1) {
$sql .= " or type='Group Questions"';
I
if(isset($_REQUEST['Individual']) && $_REQUEST['Individual']==1)
$sql .= " or type='Individual Questions"';
}
if(isset($_REQUEST['Network']) && $_REQUEST['Network']==1) {
$sql .= " or type='Network Questions"';
I
if(isset($_REQUEST['Organizational']) &&
$_REQUEST['Organizational']==1) {
$sql .= "or type='Organizational Questions"';
}
$sql .= ") ";
$sql .= "HAVING relevance>0 \n"
."ORDER BY relevance DESC \n";
// data query //
$result = mysql-query($sql,$db connect) or die(mysql-error();
$resultrows = mysql-num-rows($result);
/ / get results //
$output = '<table border=1 class=FormTABLE cellspacing=0 cellpadding=3
border=0 width=638px>
<tr>
<th>Select</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question Type</ th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>';
while($ir=mysql fetchrow($result)){
$output .= "<tr>
<td><a
href=\ "search.php?add=$ir[0]&searchFor=$searchlstring\">
<B><FONT
COLOR=\ "006699\ ">Add</FONT></B></a></td>
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<td><A HREF=\ "sna-update.php?id=$ir0]\ "><B><FONT
COLOR=\ "006699\ ">Update</FONT></B></A> </td>
<td> $ir[O] </td>
<td> $ir[l] </td>
<td> $ir[31</td>
<td> $ir[4]</td>
</tr>"1;
$question=$ir[3];
I
$output .= "</table>";
/ / get user readable statement //
$parsed-as = booleaniparsed-as($searchstring);
echo "$output";
}
echo"<table border=1 class=FormTABLE cellspacing=O cellpadding=3 border=O
width=638px>";
echo "<tr>";
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=center colspan=1 height=30px>Your survey
questionnaire contains ". count($_SESSION['cart'])." items.</td>
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=right colspan=1 height=30px><input
type=button
value='Empty Selection' class=Button onClick=location.href="'.
$_SERVER['PHPSELF']."?empty=1&searchFor=".$search-string."'></td>";
echo "<td class=FooterTD align=right colspan=1 height=30px><input
type=button value='View Selection' class=Button
onClick=location.href='cart.php'></td>";
echo "</tr>";
//add question
if (isset($_GET['add'])&&isset($_SESSION['SURVEYID']))
$sql = "INSERT INTO 'question' (SURVEYID, QUESTIONTEXT,
QUESTIONTYPE, QUESTION-REQUIRED) VALUES (".
$_SESSION["SURVEYID"]. ",\"" . $question. "\", ", ")";
$result = mysql-query( $sql) or die("Bad query:" . mysqlerror();
} elseif (!isset($ SESSION['SURVEY ID'])) {
echo "<tr>You have not yet created a survey name. Go to 'Design Survey' to
create a new survey.</tr>";
echo "</table>";
<!-- InstanceEndEditable -->
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
<!-- InstanceBeginRepeat name="bottom page links" -- >
<!-- InstanceBeginRepeatEntry -- >
<?php include("footer.php"); ?>
<!-- InstanceEndRepeatEntry -->
<!-- InstanceEndRepeat -->
</body>
<!-- InstanceEnd --></html>
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Index of Survey Questions
Basic user information
II. Intra-Organizational Network Analysis
1. Structural Analysis
(1) Who knows who and how well?
i. Friends (Social/Personal)
ii. Colleagues (Professional)
iii. Mentors/Partners (Entrepreneurial)
iv. Basic Information to be gathered from listed contacts
v. Collaboration Information to be gathered from listed
contacts
(2) How much do you trust him/her?
(1) Is trust visible?
(2) Is trust ubiquitous?
(3) Has trust start from the top?
(4) Personal contact and trust
(3) Space and time devoted to the relationship
2. Role-specific Analysis
3. Information flow analysis
(1) Four key elements affecting one's information-seeking ability
i. Knowledge
ii. Access
iii. Engagement
iv. Safety
(2) Hindrances to efficient knowledge transfer in organizations
i. Incompleteness of information about the knowledge
market
ii. Localness of knowledge
(3) Overcoming frictions to transfer knowledge
(4) Common Knowledge Transfer
4. Organizational Dynamics
III. Inter-Organizational Network Analysis
1. Groups and Networks
2. Trust and Solidarity
3. Collective Action and Cooperation
4. Information and Communication
5. Social Cohesion and Inclusion
6. Empowerment and Political Action
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Categorized List of Survey Questions
I. Basic user information
Q.1 Name
Q.2 Gender
Q.3 Age
Q.4 Years in company (seniority)
Q.5 Years in Industry
Q.6 Current City
Q.7 Current Country
Q.8 Current Business Unit
Q.9 Current Department
Q.10 Current Function
Q.11 Current Manager
Q.12 Primary Area of Expertise
Q.13 National Origin
Q.14 Educational experience
Q.15 Number of different Cities you have worked in
Q.16 Number of different Countries you have worked in
Q.17 Number of levels between you and the CEO
Q.18 Number of people who report directly to you
Q.19 Number of promotions since joining the company
Q.20 Number of projects worked on in past 6 months
Q.21 Of these projects, number you were project leader
II. Intra-Organizational Network Analysis
1. Structural Analysis
Purpose: To identify the shape and characteristics of the network structure from the view
point of the survey participant; to identifij strength to reinforce or problems to be solved.
(1) Who knows who and how well?
i. Friends (Social/Personal)
Q.22 If you look back over the last six months, who are the four or five people with
whom you discussed matters important to you?
Q.23 Over the last six months, who are the three people you have been with most often
for informal social activities such as going out to lunch, dinner, drinks, films,
visiting one another's homes, and so on?
Q.24 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people to socialize or chat about non-work or
personal topics
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ii. Colleagues (Professional)
Q.25 Who would be considered to be your immediate supervisor?
Q.26 List, to the best of your understanding, those who you are obligated to interact
with for professional reasons over the past six month.
Q.27 Out of the list of people you developed, who do you consider to be entry-level
employees, who do you consider to be senior-level employees?
Q.28 With whom have you worked together on one or more projects in the past 6
months?
Q.29 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people for task-relevant knowledge about work-
related topics
Q.30 In your opinion, who among your colleagues is the most likely to be successful at
the firm?
Q.31 Who would be considered our immediate supervisor?
Q.32 Consider the people you communicate with in order to get your work done. Of all
the people you have communicated with during the last six months, who has been
the most important for getting your work done?
iii. Mentors/Partners (Entrepreneurial)
Q.33 Of all the people working for the firm, who are the four or five people who have
contributed most to your professional growth within the firm - your most valued
work contacts?
Q.34 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people to discuss new ideas or potential
innovations for the company
Q.35 Suppose you were moving to a new job and wanted to leave behind the best
network advice you could for the person moving into your current job. ho are
the three or four people you would name to your replacement as essential sources
of buy-in for initiatives coming out of your office?
Q.36 Of all the people you know at the firm, whom do you see as your single most
important contact for your continued success within the firm?
Q.37 At the other extreme, who among the people working for the firm has made it the
most difficult for you to carry out your job responsibilities?
Q.38 If you decided to find a job with another firm doing the kind of work you do at the
firm, who are the two or three people with whom you would most likely discuss
and evaluate your job options?
Q.39 Consider an important new project or initiative that you are promoting. Consider
the people who would be influential for getting it approved or obtaining resources
you need. Who would you talk with to get support for your project?
iv. Basic Information to be gathered from listed contacts
Q.40 Name
Q.41 Age
Q.42 Gender
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Q.43 Geographical
Q.44 Ethnicity
Q.45 Highest level offormal education
Q.46 Hierarchical Level
Q.47 Years known
Q.48 How did you meet?
Q.49 Main relationship to you (work, family, or other)
Q.50 What is the typical type of communication you use with him/her?
Q.51 Based on your perception, to what degree would you say that all of your friends
know one another?
Q.52 How would you categorize your relationship?
a. Especially close ("in the sense that this is one of your closest personal
contacts")
b. Close ("in the sense that you enjoy the person, but don't count him or her
among your closest personal contacts")
c. Less close ("in the sense that you don't mind working with the person, but
you have no desire to develop a friendship")
d. Distant ("in the sense that you really don't enjoy spending time with the
person unless it is necessary")
v. Collaboration Information to be gathered from listed contacts
Q.53 Based on your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months...
(a) Tasks performed by them were related to tasks performed by you
(b) They depended on you for information or materials needed to perform
their tasks
(c) You could not accomplish your tasks without information or materials
from them
Q.54 Based on your list of collaborators, for each pair of collaborators, have they worked
together on one or more projects in the past 6 months?
Q.55 Overall, to what extent does your collaboration network include people who...
(1) ...provide information and advice necessary to enhance your
effectiveness on the job.
(2).. .provide general information on the 'goings-on' in the company, such
as special insight into the goals and strategies of important people.
(3).. .provide professional development through opportunities and/or
accesss to facilitate your career advancement.
(4).. .provide social support, such as people whom you are comfortable
discussing sensitive matters.
(5).. .discuss matters important to you, such as those discussed with people
you trust.
(6)...are with you during free time for informal social activities such as
having lunch.
(7).. .are managers whom other people report to in the company.
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(8).. .are your immediate supervisors whom you report to in the company.
(9).. .are your immediate subordinates who report to you in the company.
(10)...contribute to your professional growth within the firm -- your most
valued work contacts.
(11).. .are essential sources of buy-in for initiatives coming out of your
office.
(12)...are important contacts for your continued success within the
company.
(13)...make it difficult for you to carry out your job responsibilities.
(14).. .discuss and evaluate your company job options with you.
(15) ...have been valuable sources of information for you in your current
job.
(16).. .are important sources of professional advice, whom you approach if
you have a work-related problem.
(17).. .you consider to be personal friends.
(18).. .give help, support, or cooperation towards the accomplishment of
your objectives.
(19) ...are directly connected to one another
(20).. .are indirectly connected via a central contact other than yourself.
(21)...are in different project teams.
(22).. .are in different geographic locations.
(23).. .are in different functional areas of expertise.
(24)... are in different departments within your business unit.
(25).. .are in different business units.
(2) How much do you trust him/her?
i. Is trust visible?
Q.56 In your organization/department, do people get credit for knowledge sharing?
ii. Is trust ubiquitous?
Q.57 Are there any parts of your division/company perceived as having a environment
of untrustworthiness? In other words, is the internal knowledge market
untrustworthy and thus asymmetric and less efficient?
iii. Has trust start from the top?
Q.58 Upper management's example can often define the norms and values of the firm.
Do you perceive your top managers trustworthy or setting good examples of
trustworthiness?
iv. Personal contact and trust
Q.59 Personal contact and trust are intimately related. How frequently does you
company/division have face-to-face meetings among participants to establish
rapport and trust within the group?
(3) Space and time devoted to the relationship
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Q.60 How frequently do you spend time with each of the listed contacts?
Q.61 To what extent did you interact and coordinate with your collaborators in the past
6 months?
Q.62 Does your company have common areas, such as piazzas, cafes, parks, and pubs
for employees to connect on a social basis?
Q.63 Does your company have family-style kitchens near the center of each floor of
offices to encourage workers to mix and chat?
2. Role-specific Analysis
Purpose: To identify particular players who help or hinder the network.
Q.64 In social network terminology, a "coordinator" or "connector" is someone who
spend time making connections. Typical coordinators characterize themselves as
outgoing and friendly. Are you a coordinator/connector?
Q.65 In social network terminology, a "boundary-spanner" likes to spread news about
who knows what to different groups outside the network or organization. Are you
a boundary spanner?
Q.66 In social network terminology, a "maven" cultivates specific expertise and is
recognized as an expert within the organization. Are you a maven?
Q.67 In social network terminology, an "evangelist" trumpets the good news, is
generally a fired-up "boundary-spanner" who generates enthusiasm within the
organization. Are you an evangelist?
Q.68 In social network terminology, a "gatekeeper" regulates inflow and outflow of
information within an organization and facilitates informational exchange and
network contacts with the outer world. Are you a gatekeeper?
Q.69 Among those who you identify to be your daily colleagues, who would you
identify as a "coordinator", "boundary-spanner", "maven", "evangelist", or a
"gatekeeper"?
3. Information flow analysis
Purpose: Based on the premise that knowledge does not equally distribute to all members,
we want to find out how knowledge moves within the organization.
(1) Four key elements affecting one's information-seeking ability
i. Knowledge
Q.70 How well do people know what others know?
Q.71 How strong and well-founded are network members' reputations for having
relevant up-to-date knowledge?
Q.72 Who or what gives people information about xyz?
Q.73 What resources do people use to share information about xyz?
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Q.74 What resources do people use to find information/feedback/ideas/advice about xyz?
Q.75 How would you rate your organization overall for its effort on supporting various
forms offormal and informal mentoring?
Q.76 How would you rate your group/division/department for its effort on supporting
various forms offormal and informal mentoring?
Q.77 Title or position is the most common formal signal indicating who has or should
have valuable knowledge. To what extent does your understanding of your
expertise, given your title and position in your company, matches the
expectations from your bosses, colleagues, or subordinates?
Q.78 If you have an advanced degree or specialty education that is essential to your
professional function, how up to date are you with the latest development in your
field?
Q.79 How often do you find yourself a "knowledge buyer/seeker," people trying to
resolve an issue whose complexity and uncertainty precludes an easy answer?
Q.80 How often do you find yourself a "knowledge seller," people in an organization
with an internal market reputation for having substantial knowledge about a
process or subject?
Q.81 When you play the role as a "knowledge seller," to what extent do you believe that
you will benefit more from hoarding your knowledge than you would from
sharing it?
Q.82 Data is a set of discrete, objective facts about events; Information is data with
relevance and purpose. How often are you being asked to provide data?
Q.83 Knowledge is a fluid mix offramed experience values, contextual information,
and expert insight that provides aframework for evaluating and incorporating
new experiences and information. How often are you being asked to provide
knowledge?
Q.84 In the past six months, from who have you sought for information or expertise?
Q.85 Among those that you seek for advice, how many of them do you perceive might,
at some point in the future, seek information or knowledge from you for personal
or professional reasons?
Q.86 Corporate gossip is a form of knowledge transfer about internal processes. To
what extent do you find corporate gossip prevalent in your company/division?
Q.87 Do you belong to a "community of practice," self-organized groups initiated by
employees who communicate with one another because they share common work
practices, interests, or aims?
Q.88 How frequent are the communications you have with your "community of
practice?"
Q.89 Reengineering of an organization can discourage the conversations among the
"communities of practice" due to elimination of some of those who hold the
knowledge networks together. Have your organization been reengineered in the
last three years?
Q.90 Does your company use technologies to record the narratives and nuances of good
practice knowledge?
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Q.91 Does your company have special programs to identify and reward key employees
with essential knowledge?
H. Access
Q.92 How difficult or easy is it to get in touch with the experts of the firm when you
need them?
Q.93 Is there a centralized knowledge database, such as a corporate library, within your
organization?
Q.94 How often do you find the corporate librarian serve as "knowledge brokers" or
"boundari spanners"?
Q.95 Do you provide expert advice to others within your organization?
Q.96 Over the past six months, have you ever failed to meet with those who seek
professional advice from you?
Q.97 In seeking the information or knowledge you needed, how frequently do you rely
on your formal networks, primarily based on your professional relationships (via,
e.g., cold calls based on the organizational chart)?
Q.98 In seeking the information or knowledge you needed, how frequently do you rely
on your INformal networks, composed offriends outside of your professional
circle?
Q.99 Does your company have a good knowledge transfer infrastructure, such as
effective computer network or communications systems?
Q.100 Does your company have a "knowledge sharing fair," where workers and
managers intermingle to share best practices knowledge?
i. Engagement
Q.101 To what degree is the expert actively listen to an inquirer, working with that
person and his problem to provide genuinely useful knowledge and advice, not
just a quick "dump" of information?
Q.102 How strong is the sense of connection with the other person and the issue?
Q.103 Do you identify yourself as someone who is in his/her "generative stage," a stage
when it becomes important to you to pass on what you have learned to others?
Q.104 Within your organization, taking yourself into consideration, who are the people
with the best reputation for enthusiastic knowledge sharing?
Q.105 Out of these people you have identified, based on your perception, who are the
ones that are so passionate about his knowledge that he/she is happy to share it
whenever he gets a chance (with complete altruism)?
Q.106 Are you generally able and willing to learn new things, and open to changes in
the way you work?
Q.107 A positive orientation to knowledge is shown when employees are bright and
intellectually curious, are willing and free to explore, and their knowledge-
creating activities are given credence by executives. To what extent does this
match the descriptions of those who work at your company?
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ii. Safety
Q.108 Before seeking knowledge, to what degree do network members feel safe that their
admissions of ignorance and need will not be used against them?
Q.109 One of the conditions that encourage knowledge creation is "redundancy," shared
information that allows individuals to "invade" one another's boundaries and
offer advice and a new perspective. To what extent do you find this to be true in
your company?
Q.110 Knowledge often walks out of the door during downsizing. How often has your
company/department downsized in the past three years?
Q.111 To what extent do you fear that sharing knowledge will cost you your job?
(2) Hindrances to efficient knowledge transfer in organizations
i. Incompleteness of information about the knowledge market
Q.112 When you have the need to seek information or knowledge from others, how often
do you find yourself in a situation where you don't know who to ask?
Q.113 Does your organization have an electronic knowledge "Yellow Pages" to provide
information about where knowledge resides in the firm and how to get it?
Q.114 How certain are you regarding the likely return on the information you obtained
from a co-worker?
ii. Localness of knowledge
Q.115 How easy is it for you to access reliable knowledge or information from more
distant knowledge sources?
Q.116 How often do you collaborate with people thousands of miles away for professional
reasons, either via electronic or other technological means?
(3) Overcoming frictions to transfer knowledge
Q.117 How frequently does your company build relationships and trust through face-to-
face meetings?
Q.118 How frequently does your company create common ground through education,
discussion, publications, teaming, job rotation?
Q.119 How frequently does your company establish times and places for knowledge
transfers, such as fairs, talk rooms, conference reports?
Q.120 How frequently does your company evaluate performance and provide incentives
based on sharing?
Q.121 How frequently does your company evaluate employees for flexibility, provide
time for learning, or hire employees for openness to ideas?
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Q.122 How frequently does your company encourage nonhierarchical approach to
knowledge?
Q.123 How frequently does your company accept and reward creative error and
collaboration?
Q.124 Based on your own experience, during formal or informal knowledge transfer, to
what extent does the original knowledge get pared down due to lack of absorption
of what was being communicated?
Q.125 It is important to have a combination of "hard" skills (structured knowledge,
technical abilities and professional experience) as well as "softer", intuitive traits
(a sure sense of the cultural, political, and personal aspects of knowledge). On a
scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate your hard skill in knowledge transferring?
Q.126 How would you rate your soft skill in knowledge transferring?
Q.127 How would your rate your list of co-workers on their soft and hard skills?
Q.128 Does your company have a "chief knowledge officer," or "chief learning officer?"
How effective do you find them?
Q.129 How would you rate the effectiveness of your company's structured internal
knowledge, such as research reports, product-oriented marketing materials and
methods?
Q.130 How would you rate the effectiveness of your company's informal internal
knowledge, such as discussion databases full of know-how, sometimes referred to
as "lessons learned?"
(4) Common Knowledge Transfer
Purpose: Common knowledge is defined as the knowledge that employees learn from
doing the organization's task, such as how to introduce new drug into the market, how to
reduce material costs, etc. There are five types of knowledge transfer processes: serial
transfer, near transfer, far transfer, strategic transfer, and expert transfer. Our goal is to
evaluate how your organization transfers common knowledge within the social network
context.
Q.131 How similar are the task and the context of the receiving team(s) to those of the
source team?
Q.132 Does the receiving team(s) have the absorptive capacity (experience, technical
knowledge, and share language) to implement what the source team has developed?
Q.133 How frequently does this task occur (daily, monthly, or yearly)?
Q.134 Is the task routine or non-routine?
Q.135 Are there clear, fixed steps or is each step variable?
Q.136 Is the knowledge of the source team primarily tacit or explicit?
Q.137 How many functional areas of the organization will be impacted by implementing
the knowledge (one team, one division, the whole organization)?
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4. Organizational Dynamics
Q.138 Is helpful coaching available to your division/department?
Q.139 What is the main focus of your supervisor's activities?
(1) Coaching individuals
(2) Coaching the team to build good group processes
(3) Structuring the team and its work
(4) Running external interference for the team.
Q.140 Do workers of your division have their own individual jobs to do, with little need
for them to work together?
Q.141 Do workers of your division have to depend heavily on one another to get the
team's work done?
Q.142 Is there so much ambiguity about who is on this team that it would be nearly
impossible to generate an accurate membership list?
Q.143 Does your supervisor or division manager...
1 ...help members learn from one another and from the team's work
experiences.
2 ... work with the team to develop the best-possible approach to its work.
3 ... help the team build a high shared commitment to its purposes.
4 ...micromanage the content and process of team meetings.
5 ... help members resolve any conflicts that may develop among them.
6 .. .provide positive feedback when the team behaves or performs well.
7 ... provide corrective feedback when needed.
8 ... help the team sustain the motivation of all members
9 ...instruct the team in detail about how to solve its problems.
10 ...help members work on improving their interpersonal relationships.
11 ...keep the team alert to anything that might require a change of work
strategy.
12 ... help the team identify and use well each member's unique talents.
13 ... tell the team everything it is doing wrong.
14 ... give inappropriate or undeserved praise or criticism.
Q.144 How accurate is the statement in describing the way members of your team work
together?
1 Members demonstrate their commitment to our team by putting in
extra time and effort to help it succeed.
2 Our team often comes up with innovative ways of proceeding with
the work that turn out to be just what is needed.
3 How seriously a member's ideas are taken by others on our team
often depends more on who the person is than on how much he or
she actually knows.
4 There is a lot of unpleasantness among members of this team.
5 Everyone on this team is highly motivated to have the team
succeed.
6 The longer we work together as a team, the less well we do.
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7 Some members of our team do not carry their fair share of the
overall workload.
8 Members of our team actively share their special knowledge and
expertise with one another.
9 Our team often falls into mindless routines, without noticing any
changes that may have occurred in our situation.
10 Working together energizes and uplifts members of our team.
11 Our team has a great deal of difficulty actually carrying out the
plans we make for how we will proceed with the task.
12 Every time someone attempts to correct a team member whose
behavior is not acceptable, things seem to get worse rather than
better.
13 Our team is quite skilled at capturing the lessons that can be
learned from our work experiences.
III. Inter-Organizational Network Analysis
Purpose: Based on SC-IQ's six dimensions of Social Capital, this part of the
evaluation focuses on the individual behaviors of the survey participant in a
larger but related social network context - his or her community. Information
collected in this section may help broaden our understanding and
interpretation of social network.
1. Groups and Networks
Q.145 How actively does this person participate in the group's decision making?
(a) Union groups or cooperatives
(b) Traders or business association
(c) Professional associations (doctors, teachers, veterans)
(d) Neighborhood/ Village committees
(e) Religious or spiritual group
() Political group
(g) Cultural group or association (e.g. arts, music, theater, film)
(h) Education group (e.g. parent-teacher association, school committee)
(i) Health group
(j) Sports group
(k) Youth group
(1) Ethnic-based community group
(m) NGO or civic group (e.g. Rotary Club, Red Cross)
(n) Other groups
Q.146 Compared to five years ago, do you participate in more or fewer groups or
organizations?
Q.147 Of all the groups to which members of your household belong, which two are the
most important to your household?
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Q.148 How many times in the past 12 months did anyone in this household participate
in this group's activities, e.g. by attending meetings or doing group work?
Q.149 How does one become a member of this group?
(a) Born into the group
(b) Required to join
(c) Invited
(d) Voluntary choice
(e) Other
Q.150 How much money or goods did your household contribute to this group in the
past 12 months?
Q. 151 How many days of work did you give to this group in the past 12 months?
Q.152 What is the main benefit from joining this group?
(a) Improves my household's current livelihood or access to services
(b) Important in times of emergency/in future
(c) Benefits the community
(d) Enjoyment/Recreation
(e) Spiritual, social status, self-esteem
() Other
Q.153 Thinking about the members of this group, are most of them of the same...
A. Neighborhood/Village
B. Family or Kin group
C. Religion
D. Gender
E. Age
F. Ethnic or linguistic group/race/ caste/tribe
G. Occupation
H. Educational background or level
I. Political viewpoint or political party affiliation
Q.154 Are some members richer or poorer than others, or do they all have mostly the
same income level?
Q.155 In the past five years, has membership in the group declined, remained the same,
or increased?
Q.156 How are leaders in this group selected?
(a) By an outside person or entity
(b) Each leader chooses his/her successor
(c) By a small group of members
(d) By decision/vote of all members
(e) Other
Q.157 Overall, how effective is the group's leadership?
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Q.158 Does this group work or interact with other groups with similar goals in the
village/neighborhood?
Q.159 Does this group work or interact with other groups with similar goals outside the
village/neighborhood?
Q.160 Does this group work or interact with other groups with different goals in the
village/neighborhood?
Q.161 Does this group work or interact with other groups with different goals outside
the village/neighborhood?
Q.162 What is the most important source offunding of this group?
(a) From members' dues
(b) Other sources within the community
(c) Sources outside the community
Q.163 What is the most important source of expertise or advice which this group receives?
(a) From within the membership
(b) From other sources within the community
(c) From sources outside the community
Q.164 About how many close friends do you have these days? These are people you feel
at ease with, can talk to about private matters, or call on for help.
Q.165 If you suddenly needed a small amount of money (equal to about one week's
wages), how many people beyond your immediate household could you turn to
who would be willing to provide this money?
Q.166 Of those people, how many do you think are currently able to provide this money?
Q.167 Are most of these people of similar/higher/lower economic status?
Q.168 If you suddenly had to go away for a day or two, could you count on your
neighbors to take care of your children?
Q.169 If you suddenly faced a long-term emergency such as the death of a breadwinner
or job loss, how many people beyond your immediate household could you turn to
who would be willing to assist you?
Q.170 Of those people, how many do you think are currently able to assist you?
Q.171 In the past 12 months, how many people with a personal problem have turned to
you for assistance?
Q.172 Are most of these people of similar/higher/lower economic status?
2. Trust and Solidarity
Q. 173 Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you
can't be too careful in your dealings with other people?
Q.174 In general, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
A. Most people who live in this village/neighborhood can be trusted.
B. In this village/neighborhood, one has to be alert or someone is likely
to take advantage of you.
C. Most people in this village/neighborhood are willing to help if you
need it.
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D. In this village/neighborhood, people generally do not trust each
other in matters of lending and borrowing money.
Q.175 On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means a very small extent and 5 means a very great
extent, how much do you trust the people in that category?
A. People from your ethnic or linguistic group/race/caste/tribe
B. People from other ethnic or linguistic groups/race/caste/tribe
C. Shopkeepers
D. Local government officials
E. Central government officials
F. Police
G. Teachers
H. Nurses and doctors
I. Strangers
Q.176 Do you think that over the last five years, the level of trust in this
village/neighborhood has gotten better, worse, or stayed about the same?
Q.177 How well do people in your village/neighborhood help each other out these days?
Use a five point scale, where 1 means always helping and 5 means never helping.
Q.178 If a community project does not directly benefit you, but has benefits for many
others in the village/neighborhood, would you contribute time or money to the
project?
3. Collective Action and Cooperation
Q.179 In the past 12 months, have you worked with others in your village/neighborhood
to do something for the benefit of the community?
Q.180 What were the three main such activities in the past 12 months? Was
participation in these voluntary or required?
Q.181 All together, how many days in the past 12 months did you participate in
community activities?
Q.182 How likely is it that people who do not participate in community activities will be
criticized or sanctioned?
Q.183 What proportion of people in this village/neighborhood contribute time or money
toward common development goals, such as repairing a road or maintaining a
community center?
Q.184 If there was a water supply problem in this community, how likely is it that
people will cooperate to try to solve the problem?
Q.185 Suppose something unfortunate happened to someone in the village/neighborhood,
such as a serious illness, or the death of a parent. How likely is it that some
people in the community would get together to help them?
4. Information and Communication
Q.186 How long does it take you to reach the nearest working post office?
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Q.187 How many times in the last month have you read a newspaper or had one read to
you?
Q.188 How often do you listen to the radio?
Q.189 How often do you watch television?
Q.190 How long does it take you to get to the nearest working telephone?
Q.191 In the past month, how many times have you made or received a phone call?
Q.192 Mhat are the three most important sources of information about what the
government is doing (such as agricultural extension, workfare, family planning,
etc.)?
1 Relatives, friends and neighbors
2 Community bulletin board
3 Local market
4 Community or local newspaper
5 National newspaper
6 Radio
7 Television
8 Groups or associations
9 Business or work associates
10 Political associates
11 Community leaders
12 An agent of the government
13 NGOs
14 Internet
Q.193 What are the three most important sources of market information (such as jobs,
prices of goods or crops)?
1 Relatives, friends and neighbors
2 Community bulletin board
3 Local market
4 Community or local newspaper
5 National newspaper
6 Radio
7 Television
8 Groups or associations
9 Business or work associates
10 Political associates
11 Community leaders
12 An agent of the government
13 NGOs
14 Internet
Q.194 In general, compared to five years ago, has access to information improved,
deteriorated, or stayed about the same?
Q.195 What part of the year is your house easily accessible by road?
Q.196 How many times have you traveled to another part of the city in the past 12
months?
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5. Social Cohesion and Inclusion
Q.197 How strong is the feeling of togetherness or closeness in your
village/neighborhood? Use a five point scale where 1 means feeling very distant
and 5 means feeling very close.
Q.198 There are often differences in characteristics between people living in the same
village/neighborhood. For example, differences in wealth, income, social status,
ethnic background, race, caste, or tribe. There can also be differences in religious
or political beliefs, or there can be differences due to age or sex. To what extent do
any such differences characterize your village/neighborhood? Use a five point
scale where 1 means to a very great extent and 5 means to a very small extent.
Q.199 Do any of these differences cause problems?
Q.200 Which two differences most often cause problems?
1 Differences in education
2 Differences in landholding
3 Differences in wealth/material possessions
4 Differences in social status
5 Differences between men and women
6 Differences between younger and older generations
7 Differences between long-term and recent residents
8 Differences in political party affiliations
9 Differences in religious beliefs
10 Differen ces in ethnic background/ race/caste/tribe
11 Other differen ces
Q.201 Have these problems ever led to violence?
Q.202 Are there groups of people in the village/neighborhood who are prevented from or
do not have access to any of the following?
A. Education/schools
B. Health services/clinics
C. Water
D. Justice
E. Transportation
Q.203 Are there any community activities in which you are not allowed to participate?
Q.204 In which activities are you not allowed to participate?
Q.205 Why are you not allowed to participate?
1 Poverty
2 Occupation
3 Lack of education
4 Gender
5 Age
6 Religion
7 Political affiliation
10 Ethnicity or language spoken/race/caste/tribe
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11 Other
Q.206 In the last month, how many times have you met with people in a public place
either to talk or to have food or drinks?
Q.207 In the last month, how many times have people visited you in your home?
Q.208 In the last month, how many times have you visited people in their home?
Q.209 Were the people you met and visited with mostly...
A. Of different ethnic or linguistic group/race/caste/tribe
B. Of different economic status
C. Of different social status
D. Of different religious group
Q.210 In the last three months, how many times have you gotten together with people to
play games, sports, or other recreational activities?
Q.211 How many times in the past 12 months did you participate in a family/village/
neighborhood festival or ceremony (wedding, funeral, religious festival, etc.)?
Q.212 In your opinion, is this village/neighborhood generally peaceful or marked by
violence?
Q.213 Compared to five years ago, has the level of violence in this village/neighborhood
increased, decreased, or stayed the same?
Q.214 In general, how safe from crime and violence do you feel when you are alone at
home?
Q.215 How safe do you feel when walking down your street alone after dark?
Q.216 In the past 12 months, have you or anyone in your household been the victim of a
violent crime, such as assault or mugging?
Q.217 How many times?
Q.218 In the past 12 months, has your house been burglarized or vandalized?
Q.219 How many times?
6. Empowerment and Political Action
Q.220 In general, how happy do you consider yourself to be?
Q.221 How much control do you feel you have in making decisions that affect your
everyday activities?
Q.222 Do you feel that you have the power to make important decisions that change the
course of your life? Rate yourself on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 means being totally
unable to change your life, and five means having full control over your life.
Q.223 Overall, how much impact do you think you have in making this
village/neighborhood a better place to live?
Q.224 In the past 12 months, how often have people in this village/neighborhood gotten
together to jointly petition government officials or political leaders for something
benefiting the community?
Q.225 Were any of these petitions successful?
Q.226 In the past 12 months, have you done any of the following?
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A. Attend a village/neighborhood council meeting, public hearing, or
public discussion group
B. Met with a politician, called him/her, or sent a letter
C. Participated in a protest or demonstration
D. Participated in an information or election campaign
E. Alerted newspaper, radio or TV to a local problem
F. Notified police or court about a local problem
Q.227 Lots of people find it difficult to get out and vote. Did you vote in the last local
election?
Q.228 Did you vote in the last state/national/presidential election?
Q.229 Would you ever vote for a candidate who was not from your ethnic or linguistic
group/race/caste/tribe?
Q.230 To what extent do local government and local leaders take into account concerns
voiced by you and people like you when they make decisions that affect you?
Q.231 In your opinion, how honest are the officials and staff of the following agencies?
Please rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is very dishonest and 5 is very honest.
A. Local government officials
B. Traditional village leaders
C. Doctors and nurses in health clinic
D. Teachers and school officials
E. Staff of post office
F. Police
G. Judges and staff of courts
H. Staff of NGOs
Q.232 In general, compared to five years ago, has the honesty of local government
improved, deteriorated, or stayed about the same?
Q.233 In the past 12 months, did you have to pay some additional money to government
officials to get things done?
Q.234 Are such payments effective in getting a service delivered or a problem solved?
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Annotations and Explanations of Survey Questions
These are basic questions for user identification. Information gathered will be used to
customize our feedback based on your background, expertise, geographical location, and
departmental unit. Information collected here will be used in conjunction with Q. 40- Q.
52.
Q.1 Name
Q.2 Gender
Q.3 Age
Q.4 Years in company (seniority)
Q.5 Years in Industry
Q.6 Current City
Q.7 Current Country
Q.8 Current Business Unit
Q.9 Current Department
Q.10 Current Function
Q.11 Current Manager
Q.12 Primary Area of Expertise
Q.13 National Origin
Q.14 Educational experience
Q.15 Number of different Cities you have worked in
Q.16 Number of different Countries you have worked in
Q.17 Number of levels between you and the CEO
On a scale of 1 (immediate subordinate) to 5 (five levels in between), a higher number
implies a lower hierarchical position within the organization, relative to those more
senior to the survey participant.
Q.18 Number of people who report directly to you
The reverse of the previous question, a higher number implies a lower hierarchical
position, relative to those less senior to the survey participant.
Q.19 Number of promotions since joining the company
A direct measure of success within an organization, a higher number of promotions
means better success at the organization.
These two questions collect information relating to project assessment.
Q.20 Number of projects worked on in past 6 months
Q.21 Of these projects, number you were project leader
These questions solicit list of network contacts that the survey participant considers as
close friends, i.e. on a social and personal basis. Strength of connection is based on
frequency of interaction, rated on a scale of 1 (very little interaction) to 5 (very frequent
interaction).
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Q.22 If you look back over the last six months, who are the four or five people with
whom you discussed matters important to you? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.23 Over the last six months, who are the three people you have been with most often
for informal social activities such as going out to lunch, dinner, drinks, films,
visiting one another's homes, and so on? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.24 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people to socialize or chat about non-work or
personal topics
These questions solicit list of network contacts that the survey participant considers as
working colleagues, i.e. on a professional basis. Strength of connection is based on
frequency of interaction, rated on a scale of 1 (very little interaction) to 5 (very frequent
interaction). The degree of seniority of those professional contacts helps us classify the
characteristics of the participant's professional interaction.
Q.25 Who would be considered to be your immediate supervisor? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.26 List, to the best of your understanding, those who you are obligated to interact
with for professional reasons over the past six month.
Q.27 Out of the list of people you developed, who do you consider to be entry-level
employees, who do you consider to be senior-level employees?
Q.28 With whom have you worked together on one or more projects in the past 6
months?
Q.29 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people for task-relevant knowledge about work-
related topics
Q.30 In your opinion, who among your colleagues is the most likely to be successful at
the firm?
Q.31 Who would be considered our immediate supervisor? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.32 Consider the people you communicate with in order to get your work done. Of all
the people you have communicated with during the last six months, who has been
the most important for getting your work done? [Baker, 2000, pp. 37]
These questions solicit list of network contacts that the survey participant considers as
mentors and/or partners, i.e. people who he/she depends upon for advancement and
personal or professional growth. Again, strength of connection is based on frequency of
interaction, rated on a scale of 1 (very little interaction) to 5 (very frequent interaction).
Q.33 Of all the people working for the firm, who are the four or five people who have
contributed most to your professional growth within the firm - your most valued
work contacts? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.34 Among your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months, you went to these people to discuss new ideas or potential
innovations for the company
Q.35 Suppose you were moving to a new job and wanted to leave behind the best
network advice you could for the person moving into your current job. Who are
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the three or four people you would name to your replacement as essential sources
of buy-in for initiatives coming out of your office? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.36 Of all the people you know at the firm, whom do you see as your single most
important contact for your continued success within the firm? [Burt, 1992,
pp.123]
Q.37 At the other extreme, who among the people working for the firm has made it the
most difficult for you to carry out your job responsibilities? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.38 If you decided to find a job with another firm doing the kind of work you do at the
firm, who are the two or three people with whom you would most likely discuss
and evaluate your job options? [Burt, 1992, pp.123]
Q.39 Consider an important new project or initiative that you are promoting. Consider
the people who would be influential for getting it approved or obtaining resources
you need. Who would you talk with to get support for your project? [Baker, 2000,
pp. 37]
Q.40 Name
The number of names listed influences the effective size of the network, the First
Dimension in evaluating Social Capital. The optimal size of the network depends on the
ultimate goal of the survey participant. Someone who prefers a close-knit and
homogenous group with unified and consistent expectations may be better off with a
smaller group size than others. In general, however, increasing the size (and diversity) of
the network creates more entrepreneurial opportunities.
At one pole there are small, closed homogenous, internally focused networks,
typically representing social capital in the form of trust and cooperation among a tight
network of very similar people. These networks are good for building group loyalty,
identifij, and a sense of common purpose. They may be inadequate, however, for getting
information or other resources, or for influencing people outside of the networks.
At the other pole there are large, open, diverse, externally focused networks. These
are entrepreneurial networks whose absence of connections creates numerous
opportunities to create value by bridging gaps or closing "structural holes" between
people. They are great for getting new information and learning new opportunities and
resources, but not so ideal for building consensus or producing consistent expectations or
unified missions. [Baker, 2000, pp. 5 6 and 61]
Q.41 Age
Questions 41 to 50 deal with the composition and focus of the network, the
Second and Third Dimensions in evaluating Social Capital (refer to Baker, pp. 65). These
are supplementary information to be collected from each of those network contacts listed
above: friends, colleagues, or mentors/partners.
Age information is classified into the following three categories: younger than you
by 6 years or more, your age plus or minus 5 years, and older than you by 6 years or
more). The degree of age diversity is important. Information will be used in display of
compositional charts. [Baker, 2000, pp.52]
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Q.42 Gender
Diversity of gender is favored. Are all or most of the people in your network the same
gender as you? Or is there a mix of men and women? Maximum diversity occurs when
there are an equal number of men and women. Information will be used in display of
compositional charts. [Baker, 2000, pp.51]
Q.43 Geographical
On a scale of 1 (same location) to 5 (furthest apart), participant with a diverse
composition of network contacts across geographical regions have a more diverse social
network. On the other hand, geographical distant could affect the frequency of
communication and become a hurdle to efficiency.
Q.44 Ethnicity
The extent to which people in the network are spread across the categories listed for race
or ethnicity indicates the degree of homogeneity or diversity of network. If they are
mostly in one or two categories, then the network is homogenous. This is the dimension of
diversity that reveals the highest level of homogeneity. Over 90% of Americans have
egocentric networks that are composed of the same ethnicity. [Baker, 2000, pp. 38 and 51]
Q.45 Highest level offormal education
This question assesses the distribution offormal education in the network. Participant is
asked to classify each of his/her contacts into three categories: less formal education than
you, same formal education than you, or more formal education than you. [Baker, 2000,
pp.52]
Q.46 Hierarchical Level
The optimal choice of network depends on the hierarchical level of the participant. An
entry-level manager is found to be more effective in a leader hierarchy (more hierarchical,
task-oriented), whereas a senior-level manager is found to be more effective in a leaderless
hierarchy (more entrepreneurial, flat, opportunity-oriented structure). [Burt, 1992, pp.
69 and 159]
Q.47 Years known
Q.48 How did you meet?
Q.49 Main relationship to you (work, family, or other) [Baker, 2000, pp. 38]
Q.50 What is the typical type of communication you use with him/her?
Method of communication can serve as an indicator of the "closeness" between
individuals. Five categories are listed: infrequent mailings, email exchange, phone
conversation, occasional meeting, frequent meeting, ranging from 1 (least effective
method of communication) to 5 (most effective method of communication). These
information can be used to identify communication bottlenecks and network inefficiencies.
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Q.51 Based on your perception, to what degree would you say that all of your friends
know one another?
Would you say that all of your friends know one another, most of your friends know one
another, only afew of your friends know one another, or none of your friends know one
another? This question provides a benchmark of the survey participant's "mental map" of
his/her social network versus the actual picture. On a scale of I to 5, with 1 indicating
that none of your friends know one another. A good observer of networks start from the
position that they don't know rather than assuming they are right about their perception
of who knows who. [Baker, 2000, pp. 28]
Q.52 How would you categorize your relationship?
a. Especially close ("in the sense that this is one of your closest personal
contacts")
b. Close ("in the sense that you enjoy the person, but don't count him or her
among your closest personal contacts")
c. Less close ("in the sense that you don't mind working with the person, but
you have no desire to develop a friendship")
d. Distant ("in the sense that you really don't enjoy spending time with the
person unless it is necessary")
Information collected from this question forms the basis for assigning values to quantify
the strength of relation between any two people. [Burt, 1992, pp. 125]
Information collected from these questions will be used to identify the nature of the
relationship, and classify them accordingly into friends (social basis), colleagues
(professional basis), and mentor or partner (entrepreneurial, opportunity, and
growth).Refer to Q. 22 to Q. 39.
Q.53 Based on your list of collaborators, please indicate the extent to which, during the
past 6 months...
(a) Tasks performed by them were related to tasks performed by you
(b) They depended on you for information or materials needed to perform
their tasks
(c) You could not accomplish your tasks without information or materials
from them
Q.54 Based on your list of collaborators, for each pair of collaborators, have they worked
together on one or more projects in the past 6 months?
Q.55 Overall, to what extent does your collaboration network include people who...
(1).. .provide information and advice necessary to enhance your
effectiveness on the job.
(2).. .provide general information on the 'goings-on' in the company, such
as special insight into the goals and strategies of important people.
(3).. .provide professional development through opportunities and/or access
to facilitate your career advancement.
(4).. .provide social support, such as people whom you are comfortable
discussing sensitive matters.
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(5).. .discuss matters important to you, such as those discussed with people
you trust.
(6) ...are with you during free time for informal social activities such as
having lunch.
(7).. .are managers whom other people report to in the company.
(8).. .are your immediate supervisors whom you report to in the company.
(9).. .are your immediate subordinates who report to you in the company.
(10) ...contribute to your professional growth within the firm -- your most
valued work contacts.
(11)...are essential sources of buy-in for initiatives coming out of your
office.
(12)...are important contacts for your continued success within the
company.
(13)...make it difficult for you to carry out your job responsibilities.
(14) ...discuss and evaluate your company job options with you.
(15)...have been valuable sources of information for you in your current
job.
(16)...are important sources of professional advice, whom you approach if
you have a work-related problem.
(17).. .you consider to be personal friends.
(18).. .give help, support, or cooperation towards the accomplishment of
your objectives.
(19) ...are directly connected to one another
(20).. .are indirectly connected via a central contact other than yourself
(21).. .are in different project teams.
(22).. .are in different geographic locations.
(23).. .are in different functional areas of expertise.
(24).. .are in different departments within your business unit.
(25).. .are in different business units.
Q.56 In your organization/department, do people get credit for knowledge sharing?
Questions 56 to 59 evaluate the degree of trust between the survey participant and
his/her listed contacts. This question identifies the degree of visibility of the trust. A
higher number means a higher chance for people to get credit for knowledge sharing, and
therefore higher visibility of trust. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998, pp. 34]
Q.57 Are there any parts of your division/company perceived as having a environment
of untrustworthiness? In other words, is the internal knowledge market
untrustworthy and thus asymmetric and less efficient?
If trust is not distributed evenly across the organization, internal knowledge market is
untrustworthy and becomes asymmetric and less efficient. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998, pp.
35]
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Q.58 Upper management's example can often define the norms and values of the firm.
Do you perceive your top managers trustworthy or setting good examples of
trustworthiness?
A low score means that upper management often cynically exploit others' knowledge for
personal gain, which is often associated with the propagation of distrust throughout the
organization. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998, pp. 35]
Q.59 How frequently does you company/division have face-to-face meetings among
participants to establish rapport and trust within the group?
Personal contact and trust are intimately related. More frequent face-to-face interaction
are indicators of better trust, a positive characteristics of an effective network.
Questions 60 to 63 deal with issues of space and time relating to relationship building.
Relationship takes time to develop. Furthermore, available common areas allow employees
of a company to interact on a casual environment and reconnect on a regular basis. More
time and space devoted to nurture these relationships are signs of effective networks.
Q.60 How frequently do you spend time with each of the listed contacts?
Q.61 To what extent did you interact and coordinate with your collaborators in the past
6 months?
Q.62 Does your company have common areas, such as piazzas, cafes, parks, and pubs
for employees to connect on a social basis? [Cohen and Prusak, 2001, Chapter 4]
Q.63 Does your company have family-style kitchens near the center of each floor of
offices to encourage workers to mix and chat? [Cohen and Prusak, 2001, Chapter
4]
These questions ask the survey participant to the extent to which they fall into one of the
roles listed above, on a scale of 1 (least resemble) to 5 (most resemble).Information
gathered will help the survey participant to understand the role he/she plays in the
context of the entire organizational social network.
Q.64 In social network terminology, a "coordinator" or "connector" is someone who
spend time making connections. Typical coordinators characterize themselves as
outgoing and friendly. Are you a coordinator/connector? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001,
pp. 75]
Q.65 In social network terminology, a "boundary-spanner" likes to spread news about
who knows what to different groups outside the network or organization. Are you
a boundary spanner? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 75]
Q.66 In social network terminology, a "maven" cultivates specific expertise and is
recognized as an expert within the organization. Are you a maven? [Cohen,
Prusak, 2001, pp. 75]
Q.67 In social network terminology, an "evangelist" trumpets the good news, is
generally afired-up "boundary-spanner" who generates enthusiasm within the
organization. Are you an evangelist? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 75]
Q.68 In social network terminology, a "gatekeeper" regulates inflow and outflow of
information within an organization and facilitates informational exchange and
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network contacts with the outer world. Are you a gatekeeper? [Cohen, Prusak,
2001, pp. 75]
Q.69 Among those who you identify to be your daily colleagues, who would you
identify as a "coordinator", "boundary-spanner", "maven", "evangelist", or a
" gatekeeper"? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 75]
Based on the premise that knowledge does not equally distribute to all members, we want
to find out how knowledge moves within the organization. There are four key elements
affecting one's information-seeking ability: knowledge, access, engagement, and safety.
Questions 70 to 91 deal with knowledge, for which positive indicators of effective methods
of managing and transferring knowledge translate to better network efficiency.
Q.70 How well do people know what others know? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 76]
Q.71 How strong and well-founded are network members' reputations for having
relevant up-to-date knowledge? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 76]
Q.72 Who or what gives people information about xyz? [National Electronic Library
for Health]
Q.73 What resources do people use to share information about xyz? [National
Electronic Library for Health]
Q.74 What resources do people use to find information/feedback/ideas/advice about xyz?
[National Electronic Library for Health]
Q. 75 How would you rate your organization overall for its effort on supporting various
forms offormal and informal mentoring?[Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.76 How would you rate your group/division/department for its effort on supporting
various forms offormal and informal mentoring? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998,
Chap. 2]
Q.77 Title or position is the most common formal signal indicating who has or should
have valuable knowledge. To what extent does your understanding of your
expertise, given your title and position in your company, matches the
expectations from your bosses, colleagues, or subordinates? [Davenport and
Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.78 If you have an advanced degree or specialty education that is essential to your
professional function, how up to date are you with the latest development in your
field? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q. 79 How often do you find yourself a "knowledge buyer/seeker," people trying to
resolve an issue whose complexity and uncertainty precludes an easy answer?
[Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.80 How often do you find yourself a "knowledge seller," people in an organization
with an internal market reputation for having substantial knowledge about a
process or subject? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.81 When you play the role as a "knowledge seller," to what extent do you believe that
you will benefit more from hoarding your knowledge than you would from
sharing it? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
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Q.82 Data is a set of discrete, objective facts about events; Information is data with
relevance and purpose. How often are you being asked to provide data?
[Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.83 Knowledge is a fluid mix offramed experience values, contextual information,
and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating
new experiences and information. How often are you being asked to provide
knowledge? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.84 In the past six months, from who have you sought for information or expertise?
Q.85 Among those that you seek for advice, how many of them do you perceive might,
at some point in the future, seek information or knowledge from you for personal
or professional reasons?
Q.86 Corporate gossip is a form of knowledge transfer about internal processes. To
what extent do you find corporate gossip prevalent in your company/division?
[Cohen and Prusak, 2001, Chap. 5]
Q.87 Do you belong to a "community of practice," self-organized groups initiated by
employees who communicate with one another because they share common work
practices, interests, or aims? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998]
Q.88 How frequent are the communications you have with your "community of
practice?" [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2, pp. 38]
Q.89 Reengineering of an organization can discourage the conversations among the
"communities of practice" due to elimination of some of those who hold the
knowledge networks together. Have your organization been reengineered in the
last three years? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2, pp. 38]
Q.90 Does your company use technologies to record the narratives and nuances of good
practice knowledge? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 7]
Q.91 Does your company have special programs to identify and reward key employees
with essential knowledge?
Questions 92 to 100 deal with knowledge access. Because time is a scare resource in
knowledge-intensive environment, getting access to people can be difficult. But the extent
to which people in the network are willing to make them available to others can increase
the efficiency of collaboration across the network.
Q.92 How difficult or easy is it to get in touch with the experts of the firm when you
need them?
Q.93 Is there a centralized knowledge database, such as a corporate library, within your
organization? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.94 How often do you find the corporate librarian serve as "knowledge brokers" or
"boundary spanners"? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Chap. 2]
Q.95 Do you provide expert advice to others within your organization?
Q.96 Over the past six months, have you ever failed to meet with those who seek
professional advice from you?
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Q.97 In seeking the information or knowledge you needed, how frequently do you rely
on your formal networks, primarily based on your professional relationships (via,
e.g., cold calls based on the organizational chart)? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998]
Q.98 In seeking the information or knowledge you needed, how frequently do you rely
on your INformal networks, composed offriends outside of your professional
circle? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998]
Q.99 Does your company have a good knowledge transfer infrastructure, such as
effective computer network or communications systems?
Q.100 Does your company have a "knowledge sharing fair," where workers and
managers intermingle to share best practices knowledge?
Questions 101 to 107 deal with the level of engagement.
Q.101 To what degree is the expert actively listen to an inquirer, working with that
person and his problem to provide genuinely useful knowledge and advice, not
just a quick "dump" of information? [Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 76]
Q.102 How strong is the sense of connection with the other person and the issue?
[Cohen, Prusak, 2001, pp. 76]
Q.103 Do you identify yourself as someone who is in his/her "generative stage," a stage
when it becomes important to you to pass on what you have learned to others?
[Davenport and Prusak, 1998, pp. 34]
Q.104 Within your organization, taking yourself into consideration, who are the people
with the best reputation for enthusiastic knowledge sharing? [Davenport and
Prusak, 1998, pp. 33-34]
Q.105 Out of these people you have identified, based on your perception, who are the
ones that are so passionate about his knowledge that he/she is happy to share it
whenever he gets a chance (with complete altruism)? [Davenport and Prusak,
1998, pp. 33-34]
Q.106 Are you generally able and willing to learn new things, and open to changes in
the way you work?
Q.107 A positive orientation to knowledge is shown when employees are bright and
intellectually curious, are willing and free to explore, and their knowledge-
creating activities are given credence by executives. To what extent does this
match the descriptions of those who work at your company?
People in the networks are sensitive to nuances of power and position and to issues of
individual reliability. Questions 108 to 114 deal with issues relating to safety.
Q.108 Before seeking knowledge, to what degree do network members feel safe that their
admissions of ignorance and need will not be used against them? [Cohen, Prusak,
2001, pp. 76]
Q.109 One of the conditions that encourage knowledge creation is "redundancy," shared
information that allows individuals to "invade" one another's boundaries and
offer advice and a new perspective. To what extent do you find this to be true in
your company? [Davenport and Prusak, 1998]
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Q.110 Knowledge often walks out of the door during downsizing. How often has your
company/department downsized in the past three years?
Q.111 To what extent do you fear that sharing knowledge will cost you your job? [Cohen,
Prusak, 2001, pp. 76]
Here we identify three factors that often cause inefficiency in knowledge markets within
the organization: incompleteness of information, asymmetry of knowledge, and localness
of knowledge. Questions 112 to 114 relates to incompleteness of knowledge. The more
likely the participant finds himself/herself short of information of who knows what, the
less efficient the social network is in terms of providing necessary working knowledge. A
less likely return on the information provided means is associated with lower efficiency of
the knowledge-seeking effort. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998, pp. 40]
Q.112 When you have the need to seek information or knowledge from others, how often
do you find yourself in a situation where you don't know who to ask?
Q.113 Does your organization have an electronic knowledge "Yellow Pages" to provide
information about where knowledge resides in the firm and how to get it?
Q.114 How certain are you regarding the likely return on the information you obtained
from a co-worker?
Questions 115 and 116 assess localness of knowledge. Answers that implies higher
geographical barrier indicate a less efficient knowledge sharing process and less localness
of knowledge within the social network. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998, pp. 40]
Q.115 How easy is it for you to access reliable knowledge or information from more
distant knowledge sources?
Q.116 How often do you collaborate with people thousands of miles away for professional
reasons, either via electronic or other technological means?
Questions 117 to 130 assess the organization's effectiveness in dealing with various
barriers to information exchange and knowledge transfer. A favorable response indicates
higher efficiency in the network's knowledge sharing ability. [Davenport, Pursak, 1998]
Q.117 How frequently does your company build relationships and trust through face-to-
face meetings?
Q.118 How frequently does your company create common ground through education,
discussion, publications, teaming, job rotation?
Q.119 How frequently does your company establish times and places for knowledge
transfers, such as fairs, talk rooms, conference reports?
Q.120 How frequently does your company evaluate performance and provide incentives
based on sharing?
Q.121 How frequently does your company evaluate employees for flexibility, provide
time for learning, or hire employees for openness to ideas?
Q.122 How frequently does your company encourage nonhierarchical approach to
knowledge?
Q.123 How frequently does your company accept and reward creative error and
collaboration?
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Q.124 Based on your own experience, during formal or informal knowledge transfer, to
what extent does the original knowledge get pared down due to lack of absorption
of what was being communicated?
Q.125 It is important to have a combination of "hard" skills (structured knowledge,
technical abilities and professional experience) as well as "softer", intuitive traits
(a sure sense of the cultural, political, and personal aspects of knowledge). On a
scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate your hard skill in knowledge transferring?
Q.126 How would you rate your soft skill in knowledge transferring?
Q.127 How would your rate your list of co-workers on their soft and hard skills?
Q.128 Does your company have a "chief knowledge officer," or "chief learning officer?"
How effective do you find them?
Q.129 How would you rate the effectiveness of your company's structured internal
knowledge, such as research reports, product-oriented marketing materials and
methods?
Q.130 How would you rate the effectiveness of your company's informal internal
knowledge, such as discussion databases full of know-how, sometimes referred to
as "lessons learned?"
Common knowledge is defined as the knowledge that employees learn from doing the
organization's task, such as how to introduce new drug into the market, how to reduce
material costs, etc. There are five types of knowledge transfer processes: serial transfer,
near transfer, far transfer, strategic transfer, and expert transfer. Our goal is to evaluate
how your organization transfers common knowledge within the social network context.
The following questions are designed to identify the optimal knowledge transfer process
for the networks. Questions 131 and 132 inquire about the similarity of the task and
context. Questions 133 to 135 inquire about the nature of the task Question 136 and 137
inquire about the type of knowledge being transferred. The guidelines for identifying the
five types are listed on pp. 144 of Dixon, 2000 (Table 8-1). [Dixon, 2000, pp. 64]
Q.131 How similar are the task and the context of the receiving team(s) to those of the
source team?
Q.132 Does the receiving team(s) have the absorptive capacity (experience, technical
knowledge, and share language) to implement what the source team has developed?
Q.133 How frequently does this task occur (daily, monthly, or yearly)?
Q.134 Is the task routine or non-routine?
Q.135 Are there clear, fixed steps or is each step variable?
Q.136 Is the knowledge of the source team primarily tacit or explicit?
Q.137 How many functional areas of the organization will be impacted by implementing
the knowledge (one team, one division, the whole organization)?
Questions 138 to 144 assess the organizational/team dynamics within the networks. All
questions are drawn from Richard Hackman's 2004 online Team Diagnostic Survey.
Questions 138 and 139 are designed to assess how management spends their time.
Specific charts are developed to show the relative emphasis that the leader gives to
activities (1) through (4). Note that there is no universally best focus of a leader's
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activities, since different actions are required in different circumstances. The
appropriateness of the focus depends on the team's circumstances. More time devoted to
coaching and teamwork, however, are interpreted as desirable.
Q.138 Is helpful coaching available to your division/department?
Q.139 What is the main focus of your supervisor's activities?
(1) Coaching individuals
(2) Coaching the team to build good group processes
(3) Structuring the team and its work
(4) Running external interference for the team.
These three questions assess the interdependence of the nature of work and whether the
network/team has a clear and defined task. Ambiguity of task is considered unfavorable,
while lack of need to collaborate indicates a loose network.
Q.140 Do workers of your division have their own individual jobs to do, with little need
for them to work together?
Q.141 Do workers of your division have to depend heavily on one another to get the
team' s work done?
Q.142 Is there so much ambiguity about who is on this team that it would be nearly
impossible to generate an accurate membership list?
This question describes the effectiveness of the leader in managing the team dynamics at
work. More effective management is associated with positive results in organizational
effectiveness. Lack of characteristics of a good leader in the team/division often
contributes to inefficiencies in member interaction within a network.
Q.143 Does your supervisor or division manager...
1 ...help members learn from one another and from the team's work
experiences.
2 ... work with the team to develop the best-possible approach to its work.
3 ...help the team build a high shared commitment to its purposes.
4 ...micromanage the content and process of team meetings.
5 ...help members resolve any conflicts that may develop among them.
6 .. .provide positive feedback when the team behaves or performs well.
7 ...provide corrective feedback when needed.
8 ...help the team sustain the motivation of all members
9 ... instruct the team in detail about how to solve its problems.
10 ... help members work on improving their interpersonal relationships.
11 ...keep the team alert to anything that might require a change of work
strategy.
12 ...help the team identify and use well each member's unique talents.
13 ... tell the team everything it is doing wrong.
14 ...give inappropriate or undeserved praise or criticism.
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This question assesses various intangible aspects of how effective each member or a
network interacts with one another. These qualitative factors influences, and is
influenced by, the structure and effectiveness of the network.
Q.144 How accurate is the statement in describing the way members of your team work
together?
1 Members demonstrate their commitment to our team by putting in
extra time and effort to help it succeed.
2 Our team often comes up with innovative ways of proceeding with
the work that turn out to be just what is needed.
3 How seriously a member's ideas are taken by others on our team
often depends more on who the person is than on how much he or
she actually knows.
4 There is a lot of unpleasantness among members of this team.
5 Everyone on this team is highly motivated to have the team
succeed.
6 The longer we work together as a team, the less well we do.
7 Some members of our team do not carry their fair share of the
overall workload.
8 Members of our team actively share their special knowledge and
expertise with one another.
9 Our team often falls into mindless routines, without noticing any
changes that may have occurred in our situation.
10 Working together energizes and uplifts members of our team.
11 Our team has a great deal of difficulty actually carrying out the
plans we make for how we will proceed with the task.
12 Every time someone attempts to correct a team member whose
behavior is not acceptable, things seem to get worse rather than
better.
13 Our team is quite skilled at capturing the lessons that can be
learned from our work experiences.
Optional
Based on SC-IQ's six dimensions of Social Capital (World Bank Social Capital Thematic
Group, 2003), this part of the evaluation focuses on the individual behaviors of the survey
participant in a larger but related social network context - his or her community.
Information collected in this section may help broaden our understanding and
interpretation of social network.
Questions 145 to 172 relate to groups and networks. This is the category most
commonly associated with social capital. The questions here consider the nature and
extent of a member's participation in various types of social organizations and informal
networks, and the range of contributions that one gives and receives from them. It also
considers the diversity of a given group's membership, how its leadership is selected, and
how one's involvement has changed over time.
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"Social capital helps to disseminate information, reduces opportunistic behavior,
and facilitates collective decision-making. The effectiveness with which structural social
capital, in the form of the associations and networks, fulfills this role depends upon many
aspects of these groups, reflecting their structure, their membership, and the way they
function. The SC-IQ makes it possible to describe organizations along four key
dimensions: the density of membership, the diversity of membership, the extent of
democratic functioning, and the extent of connections to other groups.
At the level of households, the density of membership is measured by the average
number of memberships of each household in existing organizations (this can be
normalized by household size). This basic indicator can be cross-tabulated by location
(region, province, urban/rural) or socio-economic characteristics of the household (income
group, age and gender of the head of household, religion, ethnic group) to capture the
distribution of memberships. The indicator can also be broken down by type of
organization. A functional classification focuses on the prime objective of the association
(education, health, credit, etc.). Another useful classification refers to the scope of the
group: whether groups operate only in the community, are affiliated with other groups
(inside or outside the community), or are part of a federated structure. Groups with
linkages often have better access to resources, especially from outside the community,
such as from government or NGOs. Using information on memberships, organizations
can also be classified as to whether they represent primarily bonding, bridging, or linking
social capital (Woolcock and Narayan 2000; World Bank 2000).
The SC-IQ data make it possible to assess the internal diversity of organizations
according to nine criteria: kinship, religion, gender, age, ethnicity/linguistic group,
occupation, education, political affiliation, and income level. Diversity information can be
used separately or combined in an index. For example, a "diversity score" can be
calculated for each organization, ranging from 0 to 9. These scores can be averaged over
all or the most important organizations to which households belong. It is not immediately
obvious whether a high degree of internal diversity is a positive or negative factor from
the point of view of social capital. One could argue, on the one hand, that an internally
homogeneous association would make it easier for members to trust each other, to share
information, and to reach decisions. On the other hand, these members may also have
similar information so that less would be gained from exchanging information.
Furthermore, the coexistence of a series of associations that are each internally
homogeneous but along different criteria could render the decision making process at the
community level more difficult. Analysis in several countries has suggested that
internally diverse associations yield higher levels of benefits than others, although
homogeneous associations make it easier to bring about collective action (Grootaert 1999,
2001).
... Organizations that follow a democratic pattern of decision-making are
generally believed to be more effective than others. An indicator that measures
participation in decision-making can therefore round out the set of indicators on
structural social capital. ... Regarding networks, the SC-IQ provides three items of
information: the size of the network, its internal diversity and the extent to which it
would provide assistance in case of need. Since "network" is a difficult concept to define
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concretely in the context of a household survey, a pragmatic approach has been taken: a
network is seen as a circle of "close friends", i.e. people one feels at ease with, can talk to
about private matters, or call upon for help. The size of the network is then simply
captured by the number of such close friends. The usefulness of the network is assessed by
asking the respondents whether they could turn to the network in a series of hypothetical
emergency situations. The answers to these questions can be aggregated to yield a
"mutual support score" for the network. Diversity is assessed in a simpler way than was
the case for associations, by focusing only on whether the network consists of people with
different economic status. This is a key feature to determine the network's ability to
provide resources to the respondent in case of need, and thus the network's usefulness in
the management of risk."
Q.145 How actively does this person participate in the group's decision making?
(a) Union groups or cooperatives
(b) Traders or business association
(c) Professional associations (doctors, teachers, veterans)
(d) Neighborhood/ Village committees
(e) Religious or spiritual group
(f) Political group
(g) Cultural group or association (e.g. arts, music, theater, film)
(h) Education group (e.g. parent-teacher association, school committee)
(i) Health group
(j) Sports group
(k) Youth group
(1) Ethnic-based community group
(m) NGO or civic group (e.g. Rotary Club, Red Cross)
(n) Other groups
Q.146 Compared to five years ago, do you participate in more or fewer groups or
organizations?
Q.147 Of all the groups to which members of your household belong, which two are the
most important to your household?
Q.148 How many times in the past 12 months did anyone in this household participate
in this group's activities, e.g. by attending meetings or doing group work?
Q.149 How does one become a member of this group?
(a) Born into the group
(b) Required to join
(c) Invited
(d) Voluntary choice
(e) Other
Q.150 How much money or goods did your household contribute to this group in the
past 12 months?
Q.151 How many days of work did you give to this group in the past 12 months?
Q.152 What is the main benefit from joining this group?
(a) Improves my household's current livelihood or access to services
(b) Important in times of emergency/in future
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(c) Benefits the community
(d) Enjoyment/Recreation
(e) Spiritual, social status, self-esteem
(J) Other
Q.153 Thinking about the members of this group, are most of them of the same...
A. Neighborhood/Village
B. Family or Kin group
C. Religion
D. Gender
E. Age
F. Ethnic or linguistic group/race! caste/tribe
G. Occupation
H. Educational background or level
I. Political viewpoint or political party affiliation
Q.154 Are some members richer or poorer than others, or do they all have mostly the
same income level?
Q.155 In the past five years, has membership in the group declined, remained the same,
or increased?
Q.156 How are leaders in this group selected?
(a) By an outside person or entity
(b) Each leader chooses his/her successor
(c) By a small group of members
(d) By decision/vote of all members
(e) Other
Q.157 Overall, how effective is the group's leadership?
Q.158 Does this group work or interact with other groups with similar goals in the
village/neighborhood?
Q.159 Does this group work or interact with other groups with similar goals outside the
village/neighborhood?
Q.160 Does this group work or interact with other groups with different goals in the
village/neighborhood?
Q.161 Does this group work or interact with other groups with different goals outside
the village/neighborhood?
Q.162 What is the most important source offunding of this group?
(a) From members' dues
(b) Other sources within the community
(c) Sources outside the community
Q.163 What is the most important source of expertise or advice which this group receives?
(a) From within the membership
(b) From other sources within the community
(c) From sources outside the community
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Q.164 About how many close friends do you have these days? These are people you feel
at ease with, can talk to about private matters, or call on for help.
Q.165 If you suddenly needed a small amount of money (equal to about one week's
wages), how many people beyond your immediate household could you turn to
who would be willing to provide this money?
Q.166 Of those people, how many do you think are currently able to provide this money?
Q.167 Are most of these people of similar/higher/lower economic status?
Q.168 If you suddenly had to go away for a day or two, could you count on your
neighbors to take care of your children?
Q.169 If you suddenly faced a long-term emergency such as the death of a breadwinner
or job loss, how many people beyond your immediate household could you turn to
who would be willing to assist you?
Q.170 Of those people, how many do you think are currently able to assist you?
Q.171 In the past 12 months, how many people with a personal problem have turned to
you for assistance?
Q.172 Are most of these people of similar/higher/lower economic status?
Questions 173 to 178 deal with trust and solidarity. "Measurement of cognitive social
capital in the SC-IQ is organized around the themes of trust and solidarity. Trust is an
abstract concept that is difficult to measure in the context of a household questionnaire,
in part because it may mean different things to different people. The SC-IQ approach
therefore focuses both on generalized trust (the extent to which one trust people overall)
and on the extent of trust in specific types of people. Trust is also viewed in the context of
specific transactions, such as lending and borrowing. Because of the difficulties in
measuring trust, the questions in this section have a degree of redundancy to them. In
part, this serves the purpose of cross-validating the responses to different questions. It is
possible to tabulate the answers to each trust question against the usual spatial or socio-
economic characteristics, but because of the complexity of the concept of trust, it is
recommended to use factor analysis or principal component analysis to identify any
underlying common factors across the different questions. This approach has been
successfully used in empirical work. For example, a study on trust in Uganda found that
from a series of questions on trust, three factors emerged which identified three different
dimensions of trust: trust in agencies, trust in members of one's immediate environment
and trust in the business community (Narayan and Cassidy 2001)."
Q.173 Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you
can't be too careful in your dealings with other people?
Q.174 In general, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
A. Most people who live in this village/neighborhood can be trusted.
B. In this village/neighborhood, one has to be alert or someone is likely
to take advantage of you.
C. Most people in this village/neighborhood are willing to help if you
need it.
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D. In this village/neighborhood, people generally do not trust each
other in matters of lending and borrowing money.
Q.175 On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means a very small extent and 5 means a very great
extent, how much do you trust the people in that category?
A. People from your ethnic or linguistic group/race/caste/tribe
B. People from other ethnic or linguistic groups/race/caste/tribe
C. Shopkeepers
D. Local government officials
E. Central government officials
F. Police
G. Teachers
H. Nurses and doctors
I. Strangers
Q.176 Do you think that over the last five years, the level of trust in this
village/neighborhood has gotten better, worse, or stayed about the same?
Q.177 How well do people in your village/neighborhood help each other out these days?
Use a five point scale, where 1 means always helping and 5 means never helping.
Q.178 If a community project does not directly benefit you, but has benefits for many
others in the village/neighborhood, would you contribute time or money to the
project?
Questions 179 to 185 relate to characteristics of collective action and cooperation within
the network. The context of the questions is described in the SC-IQ survey as follows:
"Collective action is the third basic type of proxy indicator for measuring social capital.
The usefulness of this indicator stems from the fact that in the vast majority of settings,
collective action is possible only if a signficant amount of social capital is available in the
community. The major exception occurs in totalitarian societies where the government
can force people to work together on infrastructure projects or other types of common
activities. Thus, the validity of the collective action indicator as a measure of social
capital needs to be evaluated against the political context of a society. The indicators of
structural and cognitive social capital discussed previously can be helpful here. Collective
action is an important aspect of community life in many countries, although the purposes
of the action may differ widely. In some countries, collective action consists primarily of
community-organized activities for building and maintaining infrastructure and for
providing related public services. In other countries, collective action is more politically
oriented and used primarily to lobby elected officials to provide more services to the
community.
The collective action section of the SC-IQ aims to collect three items of
information: the extent of collective action, the type of the activities undertaken
collectively, and an overall assessment of the extent of willingness to cooperate and
participate in collective action. Each of these variables can be cross-tabulated against the
usual set of spatial and socio-economic variables to obtain a pattern of the incidence of
collective action. More interestingly perhaps is the cross-tabulation of collective action
variables against the indicators of structural and cognitive social capital discussed
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previously. This would reveal whether communities with high density of organizations
and/or high levels of trust also display higher levels of collective action. Any correlations
revealed by such tabulations could usefully be the subject of further multivariate
analysis."
Q.179 In the past 12 months, have you worked with others in your village/neighborhood
to do something for the benefit of the community?
Q.180 What were the three main such activities in the past 12 months? Was
participation in these voluntary or required?
Q.181 All together, how many days in the past 12 months did you participate in
community activities?
Q.182 How likely is it that people who do not participate in community activities will be
criticized or sanctioned?
Q.183 What proportion of people in this village/neighborhood contributes time or money
toward common development goals, such as repairing a road or maintaining a
community center?
Q.184 If there was a water supply problem in this community, how likely is it that
people will cooperate to try to solve the problem?
Q.185 Suppose something unfortunate happened to someone in the village/neighborhood,
such as a serious illness, or the death of a parent. How likely is it that some
people in the community would get together to help them?
Questions 186 to 196 deal with information and communication. The format of the
questions "is a list of sources of information and means of communication. Analysis of
this information is equally straightforward. Each item can be cross-tabulated separately
against spatial and socio-economic variables to identify whether certain areas or groups
have better or worse access to information and communication. The identified pattern can
be compared against the pattern of structural and cognitive social capital established on
the basis of the previous modules. If areas of low social capital are found to have poor
access to information and communication, a further inquiry into possible causality might
be warranted."
Q.186 How long does it take you to reach the nearest working post office?
Q.187 How many times in the last month have you read a newspaper or had one read to
you?
Q.188 How often do you listen to the radio?
Q.189 How often do you watch television?
Q.190 How long does it take you to get to the nearest working telephone?
Q.191 In the past month, how many times have you made or received a phone call?
Q.192 What are the three most important sources of information about what the
government is doing (such as agricultural extension, workfare, family planning,
etc.)?
1 Relatives, friends and neighbors
2 Community bulletin board
3 Local market
4 Community or local newspaper
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5 National newspaper
6 Radio
7 Television
8 Groups or associations
9 Business or work associates
10 Political associates
11 Co mmunity leaders
12 An agent of the government
13 NGOs
14 Internet
Q.193 What are the three most important sources of market information (such as jobs,
prices of goods or crops)?
1 Relatives, friends and neighbors
2 Community bulletin board
3 Local market
4 Community or local newspaper
5 National newspaper
6 Radio
7 Television
8 Groups or associations
9 Business or work associates
10 Political associates
11 Community leaders
12 An agent of the government
13 NGOs
14 Internet
Q.194 In general, compared to five years ago, has access to information improved,
deteriorated, or stayed about the same?
Q.195 What part of the year is your house easily accessible by road?
Q.196 How many times have you traveled to another part of the city in the past 12
months?
Questions 197 to 219 deal with social cohesion and inclusion issues. "One of the positive
manifestations of a high level of social capital in the community is the occurrence of
frequent every-day social interactions. This "sociability" can take the form of meetings
with people in public places, visits to other people's homes or visits from others into one's
own home, and participation in community events such as sports or ceremonies. The
section on sociability in module 5 covers each of these situations. In order to distinguish
whether these daily social interactions are of the bonding or bridging variety, questions
are asked whether the people with whom one meets are of the same or a different ethnic or
linguistic group, economic status, social status, or religious group. The diversity of social
interactions can usefully be compared to the diversity of the membership of associations
(covered in module 1). Put together, these two items of information on diversity give a
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good picture of the internal divisiveness or cohesiveness of a community and whether
bonding or bridging social capital predominates.
The presence of conflict in a community or in a larger area is often an indicator of
the lack of trust or the lack of appropriate structural social capital to resolve conflicts, or
both. The SC-IQ brings together three important items of information on conflict and
violence: the extent and trend of violence, the contribution made by internal divisiveness
in the community, and the feelings of insecurity stemming from fear of crime and
violence. To match perceptions with fact, the four final questions in this module ask about
the household's recent experience of crime. It is useful to tabulate this information both at
the household level and the community level. It is quite likely that perceptions of violence
as well as experience of it differ between rich and poor households, old and young people,
etc. Likewise, different communities can have vastly different experiences with conflict
and violence, even if they are geographically close. The comparison of communities will
be made easier if the different questions on conflict and violence in module 5 are
aggregated, either directly or by means offactor analysis."
Q.197 How strong is the feeling of togetherness or closeness in your
village/neighborhood? Use a five point scale where 1 means feeling very distant
and 5 means feeling very close.
Q.198 There are often differences in characteristics between people living in the same
village/neighborhood. For example, differences in wealth, income, social status,
ethnic background, race, caste, or tribe. There can also be differences in religious
or political beliefs, or there can be differences due to age or sex. To what extent do
any such differences characterize your village/neighborhood? Use a five point
scale where 1 means to a very great extent and 5 means to a very small extent.
Q.199 Do any of these differences cause problems?
Q.200 Which two differences most often cause problems?
1 Differences in education
2 Differences in landholding
3 Differences in wealth/material possessions
4 Differences in social status
5 Differences between men and women
6 Differences between younger and older generations
7 Differences between long-term and recent residents
8 Differences in political party affiliations
9 Differences in religious beliefs
10 Differen ces in ethnic background/race/caste/tribe
11 Other differen ces
Q.201 Have these problems ever led to violence?
Q.202 Are there groups of people in the village/neighborhood who are prevented from or
do not have access to any of the following?
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A. Education/schools
B. Health services/clinics
C. Water
D. Justice
E. Transportation
Q.203 Are there any community activities in which you are not allowed to participate?
Q.204 In which activities are you not allowed to participate?
Q.205 Why are you not allowed to participate?
1 Poverty
2 Occupation
3 Lack of education
4 Gender
5 Age
6 Religion
7 Political affiliation
10 Ethnicity or language spoken/race/caste/tribe
11 Other
Q.206 In the last month, how many times have you met with people in a public place
either to talk or to have food or drinks?
Q.207 In the last month, how many times have people visited you in your home?
Q.208 In the last month, how many times have you visited people in their home?
Q.209 Were the people you met and visited with mostly...
A. Of different ethnic or linguistic group/race/caste/tribe
B. Of different economic status
C. Of different social status
D. Of different religious group
Q.210 In the last three months, how many times have you gotten together with people to
play games, sports, or other recreational activities?
Q.211 How many times in the past 12 months did you participate in afamily/village/
neighborhood festival or ceremony (wedding, funeral, religious festival, etc.)?
Q.212 In your opinion, is this village/neighborhood generally peaceful or marked by
violence?
Q.213 Compared to five years ago, has the level of violence in this village/neighborhood
increased, decreased, or stayed the same?
Q.214 In general, how safe from crime and violence do you feel when you are alone at
home?
Q.215 How safe do you feel when walking down your street alone after dark?
Q.216 In the past 12 months, have you or anyone in your household been the victim of a
violent crime, such as assault or mugging?
Q.217 How many times?
Q.218 In the past 12 months, has your house been burglarized or vandalized?
Q.219 How many times?
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Questions 220 to 234 relate to empowerment and political action. "In the context of the
SC-IQ, empowerment is defined more narrowly as the ability to make decisions that affect
everyday activities and may change the course of one's life. Respondents are asked to
assess this ability directly... As said, political action is one venue to increase this ability.
Module 6 considers a number of concrete political activities such as filing petitions,
attending public meetings, meeting with politicians, participating in demonstrations and
campaigns, and voting in elections. The analysis of this information can follow a pattern
similar to that recommended for the previous module. The data can be aggregated both at
the level of the household and the level of the community. Different households,
depending upon their demographic, economic and social characteristics, will feel
differently empowered and will participate in political action to differing degrees. It is
useful to compare this pattern of empowerment with the patterns of access to information,
fear of violence, sociability, and other dimensions of social capital derived from other
modules. By the same token, earlier analysis will already have provided a community
score of social cohesiveness and inclusion, and this information can usefully be
complemented with a community score of empowerment and political action."
Q.220 In general, how happy do you consider yourself to be?
Q.221 How much control do you feel you have in making decisions that affect your
everyday activities?
Q.222 Do you feel that you have the power to make important decisions that change the
course of your life? Rate yourself on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 means being totally
unable to change your lfe, and five means having full control over your life.
Q.223 Overall, how much impact do you think you have in making this
village/neighborhood a better place to live?
Q.224 In the past 12 months, how often have people in this village/neighborhood gotten
together to jointly petition government officials or political leaders for something
benefiting the community?
Q.225 Were any of these petitions successful?
Q.226 In the past 12 months, have you done any of the following?
A. Attend a village/neighborhood council meeting, public hearing, or
public discussion group
B. Met with a politician, called him/her, or sent a letter
C. Participated in a protest or demonstration
D. Participated in an information or election campaign
E. Alerted newspaper, radio or TV to a local problem
F. Notified police or court about a local problem
Q.227 Lots of people find it difficult to get out and vote. Did you vote in the last local
election?
Q.228 Did you vote in the last state/national/presidential election?
Q.229 Would you ever vote for a candidate who was not from your ethnic or linguistic
group/race/caste/tribe?
Q.230 To what extent do local government and local leaders take into account concerns
voiced by you and people like you when they make decisions that affect you?
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Q.231 In your opinion, how honest are the officials and staff of the following agencies?
Please rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is very dishonest and 5 is very honest.
A. Local government officials
B. Traditional village leaders
C. Doctors and nurses in health clinic
D. Teachers and school officials
E. Staff of post office
F. Police
G. Judges and staff of courts
H. Staff of NGOs
Q.232 In general, compared to five years ago, has the honesty of local government
improved, deteriorated, or stayed about the same?
Q.233 In the past 12 months, did you have to pay some additional money to government
officials to get things done?
Q.234 Are such payments effective in getting a service delivered or a problem solved?
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